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PREFACE

WITII the preparation of this new edition the opportunity has
been taken to extend the coverage of simple receiver construe -
don. The original series of circuit designs have been lei un-
altered since these are well proven in performance. In line with
modern techniques, however, it has been thought desirable
toextend descriptionstocover printedcircuitas well as
conventional "wired up" assembly. Thus additional material
has been included covering both the design and making of
printed circuit panels, and also presenting component layout
diagrams and printed circuit details fora range of the original
series of sets.

Since transistor circuitry aim lends itself to miniaturization
-and a particular modern trend has been thedevelopment
ofverysmall all -transistor reCeiVeri-anew chapter has also
been added on sub -miniature receivers.Virtually any of the
standard circuit designs given can beproduced in sub -miniature
du by crowding of thecomponents on a minimum -sire printed
circuit panel, this offering an interesting exercise iningenuity
tothe individual builder. However,an additionalreceiver
deign has been added which was specially evolved as a sub-
miniature type andisunique initsconception. Thisisa
commercial design, produced in kitform, and I am grateful
to the originators, Sinclair RadionicsLtd., for permission to
include complete detailsorthis outstanding receiver.

further additions would have been an extension of
coverage of transistorreceiver design and constructionto
super -bets. However, a companion volume is available dealing
specifically with this subject-The &sign aid Comb -Wienof
Trace:ow. Slorrhrir (MuseumF'ress)whichis recommended
as a "follow-on" book. The only other additionto this present
V0111111, therefore, isa further Appendix on receiver faults-
theircauses and cures, tackled in an elementary manner. Moat
fan,ts onsimple receiver circsrits are of an elementary nature
and do not need chrism.!Ca equipment to locate and rectify.
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Largely it is a matter of knowing what to look for in fault
finding-and this is sort of information included in the
new Appendix X.

1 feel that with thme various additions the treatment of
transistor receiver design and construction up to superhet types
has been brought right up to date and comidetably extends

the scope of the practical work dmcribed.

r965
R. H. W.
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LIST OF DESIGNS

Design no. I. A basic receiver: Fig. 12-p. 29
Design no. 2. Triode amplifier circuit: Fig. 18: p. 4,
Design no. 3. Bask receiver with transistor amplifier: Fig. a

-P. 55
Design no. 4. Improved transistor circuit: Fig. 3o-p. 58
Design no. 5. Improved Transistor Grath for weak signals:

Fig. 3t-p. 6o
Design no. 6a. Design no. 4 with additional amplification:

Fig. 37-p. 6.
Design no. 6b. Design no. 5 with additional amplification:

Figs. 33 and 34-p. 62
Design no. 7. Transistor receiver with loudspeaker output:

Fig. 35-p. 63
Design no. 8. Transistor -stage reflex receiver: Fig. 46-

P. 74
Design no. 9. TirallSSlOr (00r-stage reflex receiver: Fig. 47-

P. 75
Design no. to. Sinclair Micro -6 sub -miniature reflex receiver

Printed circuit panel designs for:
Design no. 3. Figs, 65 and 67-pp. 99 and tot
Design no. 4. Figs. 70 and 71-p. 108
De71grl no. 5. Figs. 72 and 73-p. t o7

Design no. 6. Figs. 74 and 75-p. r
Design no. 8. Figs. 76 and 77-p. 109
The following additional designs arc described together with

circuit diagrams, component values, etc.:
Triode amplifier with no battery: Fig. ao-p. 42
Power amplifier with triode valve: Fig. 21-p. 43
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Triode detector/amplifier: Fig. 23-p. 46
Anode bend detector: Fig. 24-1, 47
Mains receiver: Fig. 25-p. 49
Three translator T.R.F. receiver: Fig. 53-p. 82

Simple regenerative receiver: Fig. 55-p. 85
Mains power pack: Fig. 66-p. to

CHAP.!. I

INTRODUCTORY

RADIOisfar frombeing.the highly complicated, technical
subject most people imagine itto be-unless you make itso.
The basic principle of radio are quite simple andstraight-
forward and the construction and setting up of elementary
receivers ie well within the capabilities of anyone interested in
the subject. It is no more difficult than model -makingand, in
fact, follows a similar process of working from a plan (either a
schematic drawing or a circuit drawing, or both),although the
material and techniques arc a litde different.

Of course, likeany other technical subject, there are rules
to learn and principles to master. While itis quite possible,
for instance, to build a simple radio receiver andget it to work
successfully simply by following printed instructions and with
no knowledge of radio principles atall, knowing something
about radio principles themselves will enableyou to get the
best out ofevery set. Also a knowledge of "how it works" will
be invaluable in looking for, andfinding, faults which may
have developed.

It is beyond thescope ofthis book tocover a complete course
in radioprinciple and deign. However, we can cackle the
subject of simple circuits in a comprehensivemanner, showing
how they can bedeveloped and improved from the simplest
possible receiver Circuit,providing both a courseorpractical
instruction in basic radioengineering and an understanding of theworking principle and deign factors involved.Experi-
ence gained in thismanner will be the bet possible background
for furtherstudy, should the reader wish topunue the subject further.

The theoretical side isonly touchedupon briefly and simply, wherenecessary, in order to explain basic principles involved.
At thesame time descriptions of theworking of the more
complicatedtypes of receivers are given in Chapter VIII to
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complete our "background study". It is not intended thatthe

circuits given in this chapter be used as a basis for practical
work (although the complete circuits given are, in fact, true
working circuits) unless the reader has acquired a fair me.ure
of experience in amateur radio construction. An excellent way
of pursuing this more advanced type of work, incidentally, is
by building from kits of parts and instruction manuals put out
by various firms, some ofwhom thy offer alignment facilities
with regard to the completed receiver.

As we have stressed, we arc concerned with sinelde radio
receivers and we are drawing on the latest in modem techniques
in employing iransirtors in place of valves. There area number
of reasons in favour of this-apart from being right up to date.
Transistors make for simpler circuits, and a much more com-

pact arrangement of components.A complete receiver with a
performance comparable with a three- or four -valve set canbe

built into aspace notlarger than a cigarette packet and
operate for long periods on a single,small and inexpensive
battery. Transistors cut both complication and cost inreceiver

constructionand operation-and theirvery smallsizeis

another attractive property-to a degree quite impossible with
valve reCC1VDDA

However, to gain a proper understanding of basic principles
it is also necessary to study simple valve circuit, particularly
showing how the valve is used as an amplifier. For this reason
Chapter IV deals entirely with valve circuits, building up
stagesof amplification around a basic diode detector and thy
explaining the working principles of the triode valve. Whetter
this chapter is used merely for study, or as a basis for additional
practical work is up to the reader. If he is more concerned with
getting "results" with a minimum of wiring troublesand

avoiding the difficulties of drilling a metal chassis (a stand.]
feature of nearly all valve receivers) to take the various com-
ponents in a valve set,he can skip this chapter as farm practical
work is concerted and go on to Chapter V.

In fact, from all the circuits described, a number have been
picked out bout as typical of what can be done and how abasic

circuit .o be developed with the minimum of expense and
trouble in construction, etc. These arc designated design no. r,
design no. 2, cm., and if followed through forma complete

INTRODUCTORY

practical course in basic radio, up to the production of a
miniature battery receiver which should be readily capable of
loudspeaker output in areas of reasonable signal strength.

These recommended circuits described in the following
chapters (a total of nine in all are fully detailed), follow two
distinct lines of approach. Starting with the elementary diode
receiver, or "crystal set" as it is popularly known, this is dese-
!op.d by modification of circuitry and the addition of transistor
stages, to the ultimate performance which can be expected
from a receiver of this type. The basic simplicity of the "crystal
set" is retained throughout, however, and so following through
the various development stages described is an ideal introduc-
tion to the subject of radio receivers, an of which cats be covered
at a very moderate oast.

For further improvement in performance we must tum to a
different type of basic circui; which in the domestic receiver
range usually means a tuned radio frequency (T.R.F.) circuit
or a "superhet" receiver). Both are consider-
ably more complicated circuits, the superhet very much so.

With transistors, however, a performance very much the
same as that of a T.R.F. receiver can be obtained by using
what is known m a "reflex" circuit and this principle we have
adopted as the basis of the second series of receivers described
in this book. Once again we start with the simplest type of
reflex circuit to give reasonable results and go on to develop
the performance stage by stage.

With either series of sets, therefore, the constructor can start
with the simpl.t possible layout-which also implies a mini
mum outlay for materials and components-and add further
stages progressively as he wants, or c. afford. Further details
regarding specific design or operating details arc given in the
Appendix for convenience of reference, since these apply to
nearly all the circuits. Data included here may be used m a
bmis for possible improvements of a given circuit, or open upfields for further experimentation. Either will add more to the
store of knowledge already gleaned of radio principles and the
more one tries and proves (or dhprovcs) the merits of an addi-
tional feature not included on an original plan, the more the
"mystery" of radio drops away and the more familiar and
realistic the subject becomes. As farm passible components are
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standardised throughout the desk, and represent a minimum
number of different types and values readily obtainable from
any local radio supplies shop.

Apart from basic materials and components, no special
equipment or special facilities are required to construct even
the most elaborate of the receivers described, and all the work
can be done on the kitchen table. A few tools are ustntial-such
as an electric soldering iron, pliers and a drill-WI again
represent only a minimum outlay, if not already available.

This, in fact is inexpensive radio engineering, right up-to-date
in that we arc dealing with transistor receivers and arc con-
fined to the development of circuiu, capable of giving
satisfactory loudspeaker reception at a fraction of Lte cost of a
commercial domestic receiver. If, as a result, you find that you
have become an enthusiast, then there is plenty of information
on more advanced types of receivers as a basis fbr further
practical work.

If the reader is in doubt about the meaning of a, technical
term used in the text, there u a glossary at the end of the book
starting on page iv.

CHAPTER 11

ABOUT RADIO AND RADIO RECEIVERS

RADIO waves travel with the speed of light -186,000 miles per
second-and may have firrirsurs ranging from about 13,000
cycles per second up to 1,0°0,00°,00o cycles per second or
more. The frequent, is simply the number of complete waves
generated by the source in one second. Fig. 1, for example,
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shows a wave of to cycles per second generated in a single
direction. In the ease of a radio wave the frequency is very
much higher; also the waves are sent out in all directions from
the source, a characteristic of all electro-magnetic radiation
(unless "beamed" or corutrained in a positive direction by
suitable reflecting devices).

Sound waves are premier waves, travelling through air or
any other medium. The velocity of sound waves in air is about

soo feet per second (approximately la, miles per minute).The frequency of a sound wave is determined by the pitch of
the original note (or "sound") and varies from about 3o cycles
per second (a very low, deep note), to around 16,000 c,les

is
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per second, which is about the upper limit for audible notes
put out by a radio loudspeaker.

There is thus a considerable difference in the frequency of
radio wawa compared with audible sound waves and also in
the eharaaerirties of the two types of waves, which means that
we cannot receive and hear a radio wave directly. For example,
a radio wave tr.smitted at a frequency within the audible
frequency range would .11 not be beard by die human ear,
which responds only to pressure waves.

Hence the job of a radio receiver is, basically;

(i)

Tr.odrinlognnd., t(cio.,!,:awrti.clla,r,frzuzyto o,fb..tra,nn.dstzd,
signal).

(ii) To RIM the radio frequent signal detected into a corre-
sponding signal at a much lower audio frequeng (Lc. in
a frequency range which can be heard).

(iii) To boost sufficiently the pow f the audio frequettmt
signal extracted for it to operate the diaphragm of .
earphone or the cone of a loudspeaker and so produce
audible sound waves.

In point of fact, the audio -frequency signal (speech or music)

OMAR/
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FIG. 2. TIL F.Fract or Sloomunow.

originating at the microphone at the broadcast studio is made
to vary the amplitude, or magnitude of the radio frequency
power produced at the transmitter, giving what is called a
modulated radio frequency .ltIlriff"-Fig. R. These modulated
carriers are still at radio frequency and when they reach a
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receiving aerial set up smaller voltages or currents of exactly
the same pattern, but with a very much smaller amplitude, in
the aerial. The power to set up this mandated radio frequency
current in the aerial is extracted from the transmitted radio
wave itself through the process of induction (the property
whereby a current flowing in a wire introduces-or "induces"
-a similar current flow in another coil next to it). It is possible
to work the whole receiver from these induced currents-
which is the principle of operation of any basic "crystal set"-
but the power available is usually very, very weak, except in
regions of strong signal strength (e.g. near a transmitting
station).

Such a basic receiver consists of no more than an aerial, a
tuned circuit, a detector and a pair of headphones-sec fig. 3.

The function of the aerial is obvious, from what we have just
said. The purpose of the fund circuit is to provide a means of
adjusting the electrical characteristin of the aerial circuit so
that it is in tune-or in mom, as it is technically termed-
with the frequency of the incoming signal we wish to pick up.

A tuned circuit consists, simply, of a coil and variable
condenser connected together. By altering tics effective elec-
trical value of the condenser (i.e. by its adjustment) the
resonant or "in tune" frequency of the tune circuit is altered.
Hence by adjusting the condenser (i.e. operating the tuning
control) we tune in by adjusting the resonant frequency of the
tuned circuit to equal that of the broadcast signal WC wish to
receive.
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There arc two possible ways of connecting the coil and con-
densers, either in series (end -to -end) or in parallel (side -by -side),
giving rise to two types of tuned circuits. With the coil and con-
denser connected in scrim, it is known as . artpor or scrim
resonant circuit; and with the coil and condenser connected
in parallel (as in Fig. 3) a 'dee. or parallel resonant circuit.
The latter type of tuned circuit is by far the most widely used.

At resonance, both circuits have exactly the same frequency
for the same component values of coil inductance (L) and
capacity (C) where

resonant frequency -

We can best explain the difference between the two circuits
by examining their behaviour when a radio frequency signal
is led into them, as in Fig. 4, and measure the output voltage

SLARS.C.ArlAn www<c AMOY,.

rIAVOCA2417,,, Acr Reee,".ir'j7::LZT'""11,Zel =etri ,,

by some suitable device (e.g. a radio frequency valve voltmeter).
In the case of the series resonant or acceptor circuit the

voltage acre. W will au to a minimum value as the tuned
circuit is adjusted to the same frequency as the input signal
(i.e. adjusted to resonant frequency). In the parallel resonant
or rejector circuit, however, the voltage across W will rise to
a maximum when tuned to resonant frequency. In other words,
the acceptor circuit selects by giving out misimuni voltage at
resonance and the rejector circuit selects by giving out
maximum voltage resonance.

Applied to a radio circuit this means a maximum voltage is

ABOUT RADIO AND RADIO RECEIVLIt5
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developed across the parallel resonant tuned circuit at the
resonant frequency to be transmitted to the subsequent stages
of the receiver. Other radio frequency signals of a different
frequency (i.e. not at the resonant frequency of the tuned
circuit at that particular adjustment) are rejected in the sense
that to all practical purposes they have no effect on the output
voltage although, of course, they are actually present in the
aerial. This also underlines the fact that A is esrential to have aD
efficient tuned circuit coupled to the aerial, so that the receiver
signal may be boosted (by tuning to moo. nonce) to a level
where use can be mode of it in the next stage of the receiver.

The next stage is the detector, which is basically a rectifier
(a rectifier is a device which only pastes current in one direc-
tion; it cues off one half of each cycle of alternating current, for
example). The detector chops off one half of the
modulated radio frequency current fed into it (i.e. like the
wave form shown in Fig. 2) and puts out a signal current with

varying average value. This varying average value of current
represents . audio frequency component which is an newt copy
of the original speech or music used at the broadcast station
to modulate the radio frequency wave.

The basic action of any diode detector (a diode is a ger-
manium crystal which allows current to flow in only one
direction) is that of a ratifier. That is, as we have just said, a
device which allows current to pass through it in on< direction,
but will not allow current to flow in the other direction. In
technical terms, the ICADIancc current flow in one direction
is very low, whilst in the opposite direction it is very high; for
all practical purposes so high that no reverse direction current
will now.

Uud as a Metter the purpose of the diode is to abstract the
audio frequency modulation from the radio frequency carrier
before passing on to the rest of the circuit, it. either direct to
the headphones or to stages of amplification.

Suppose we consider first the cast where on unntatelated radio
frequency voltage (equivalent to a radio "carrier.' wave) is
applied to the diode (which be either a diode valve or a
germanium crystal diode --the action is the same).. resistor
is included in the circuit-Fig. 5-to represent the load, ix, the
component to which the result of "detection'. is to be applied,
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which would be the headphonm in the case of a simple circuit.

The current passing through the diode now consisu of uni-
directional flow, the bottom hallo(' each cycle of applied R.F.
(radio frequency) voltage being chopped off since the diode
offers very high resistance to current flowing in this direction.
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This chopped -off c. be considered as having two com-
ponents-. alternating current about a new aver, centre
line (although not a true A.C. sine wave since the bottom
peaks are chopped off square); .d a steady direct current
component.

Now consider the effect of modulating thc R.F. input, i.e. by
varying its amplitude as in Fig. 6. Again one half of the signal

11111htintidli
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is chopped off by the diode but the instantaneous average or
D.C. component now varies with the height or amplitude
of the modulated half waves. lience the D.C. oomponent is no
longer steady but iuelf given a wave form which duplicate,
the pattern of the original modulation applied to the carrier.
This forms the audio frequency component of the rectified
(detected) signal, mixed with the chopped.off radio frequency
signal. Strictly speaking, the final output through the diode,
and thus flowing through the load resistance, now consisu of
three components:

(i) a radio frequency component

ABOUT RADIO AND RADIO RECEIVERS 19

(ii) dircct current
(iii) an audio frequency component, 'imodulating" this

direct current in an identical pattern to that of the
modulation applied to the radio frequency carrier
signal at the station.

By feeding this audio frequency current directly into head-
phonn we can use it to reproduce the original sounds, although
the actual volume achieved must inevitably bc quite low. If we
want more volume we must amplify the audio frequency signal
taken from the detector by one, or more, stages of amplification,
R.S in Fig. 7. Depending on the degree of amplification achieved

.1,02 ,..-Jar SLICE'S AS9ArS

= A,

Ful. 7. Iterevvov, nut Avow Ovrrer ay AREtEnunca.

(and any limitations of the preceding circuitry), the final
audio frequency power is suitable for producing sound wavu
through phones, a balanced armature repnxlucer, or even a
loudspeaker.

The performance of a simple receiver using a t,tal &a& for
the detector is limited by the characteristics of the diode, which
is worth explaining to understand why A crystal diode does not
perform very satisfactorily on very small signals. If we draw a
graph of the current passed by a crystal diode against voltage
applied to the diode we get a curVe like that shown in Fig. 8.
On the positive (voltage) side the. diode resistance decreases
with increasing voltage so that the curve sweeps upwards. On
the negative side the diode does actually still act as a conductor,
but one with high resistance. Thus it will pass a little negative
current, which means, in effect, that the alternating voltage is
chopped off a little on the negative Side below the zero line.

For a reasonably strong applied signal (i.e. reasonably large
voltage applied to the diode) the diode is operated in the steeper
pan of its curve on the positive side, so that the mean value of
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Staridani gmnbols used in drawing circuits arc shown in

pig. 9, together with sketches shooing the typical physical
appearmnoc of them components (although actual shape and
nee may nary).

-OF

-lb .47

Basic unin employed arc:
Morric-ineaturcd in Amp (I)
Potential difference (voltsger-mcasurcd a Volts (Pm 9)
Reitatanne-mcnovand in Ohms (fl)
Capon... (capacity)-measurcd a Furada (F)
levelnetante-tneantral in Mimi., (H)

Quite °tic., in radio work, these bait units are ;noon.
veniendy retimil, or large, and the pinfand Kilo-, Mega,

Micro, and Room are used such omm, with the
following trimmings (appropriate symboh shown in bracken):
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current flow, or D.C. average component assumes a reasonable
positive value. if, on the other hand, the applied signal voltage
is weak, the diode u operating on a relatively inefficient part
of the positive side curve and the equivalent nfgalim current
salve passed on the other half of the cycle may be almost as

large. Hence the value of the D.C. average component is very
small. In other words, the rectifted output of the crystal diode is
low if the applied voltage LI IOW, Which is why a crystal diode
does not work satisfactorily at very low signal levels. It means
that every effort must be made to boost the signal level with a
long aerial in areas remote from a transmitter in order to"work"
the diode on a more favourable part of its characteristic curve.

In drawing and describing radio circuits, standard symbols
are used to designate individual components-both for sim-
plicity and .nvenience, a. also because some components
(e.g. resistors and capacitors) are often similar in outward
appearance. Capital letters are used to specify individual
components, for instance:

R for resistors (resistances)
C for capacitors (condensers)
L for coils (inductances)
D for diodes
T for transformers
TR for transistors

for valves
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Mega (M) = one million = 1.000,000 (e.g. 1 mcgohm
1,000,000 ohms)

(K) = one thousand = 3,000 (e.g. 5.4 kilocycle
= 50100 cycle)

(rn) = one thousandth
ors (e.g. 2 milliamps

.00a amps.)

Micro- (p) - one millionth ti c.o.', (e.g. s micro.

Volt, .000002 volts)

Pico- (p) - One Million.milliOnth
I,000,000,000,000

(e.g. 4 picofarads -
000000000004 farads)

Capacitor (condenser) values are usually marked on the body
of the component (except variable capacitors, which arc seldom
marked with values). Fixed capacitors may be of the mica type
(flat in shape, constructed of silver foil interleaved with thin
mica sheets, the whole covered with a moulded and/or waxed
casing); paper ype (consisting of interleaved aluminium foil and
waxed paper rolled into a tight cylinder, the whole then covered
with paraffin seiax to seal against moisture); cirri...irk ON (Where
a small ceramic tube is used as a dielectric and the inside and
outside of the tube arc coated to act as the plates of the con-
denser, the whole being lacquered to seal). Ceramic types are
restricted to small values of capacitors.

For large values, dalrolytic capaciim are used. This type user
an aluminium rod or foil plate in contact with borax in paste
or liquid form, in a suitable container. The dielectric
is formed by passing a direct current through the capacitor,
after assembly, and takes the form of a very drill film of
aluminium oxide deposited on the aluminium plate by electro-
chemical action. Because the dielectric formed in this fashion
is so thin, very high values of capacitance are possible. The

RUA

Red

?ellass
Green
Bliss
Vv.
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type of construction does, however, limit the maximum working
voltage and electrolytic capacitors can only be used where the
current flowing through them can never change direction. They
mint be connected up the right way round (negative and
positive connections arc marked on the case, or the positive
end is painted red).

Resistors arc usually more simple in corutruction, consisting
of » short rod made from a mixture of carbon and a binder tired
in an oven. To the ends of this rod are fixed metal caps to which
the two leads are connected.

Resistor values are almost invariably marked by a colour
code, either with colour hands (when the colours are read
from end towards the middle); or a coloured body, tip and

:Polu(r"c'oddetdth'e?, 'ePl'itt)eTtCh'

Colour 3

gins
v<fiRvrt473

gi,v. number

a="e:
val Iwo fissIns
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TWO other colours may also be found on resistors-silver or
gold. These arc not mad as part of the colour code but merely
show that the component is made to close tolerances. Normal
manufacturing tolerance on resistors is plus Or minus an per
cent of its nominal value. A silver band specifies a closer
tolerance of plus or minus to per tent; and n Pk, band
tolerance of plus or minus 5 per cent.

In practice, resistors are not made to what appear logical
Tattler, e.g. 50 ohms, 100 011013, 200 011011, 300 ohms, etc., tit.,
but to what are known as preferred values. These provide
reasonably small intervals between adjacent values and am
actually planned on a logarithmic scale. That is, the next
value above or below a particular size represents an approxi-
mately constant percentage change in resistance. The preferred
value range is quoted in its entirety below for popular makes of
small carbon rekistors.

:;,"52 1,7 7,0",",,ntr,41
"n 15n r8o am a7o nn 3N

""1::alt7(1r5r,ZU:it W, :47! V.:a, 2.11:0'J2:4
'1731!;7172(.2.T1 20 47 56 6.1.7 smra

Armed with this information it is then a straightforward
matter to translate circuit drawings and component specifica-
tions. As far as possible, too, all the working circuits described
in the chapters which follow are laid out in the actual construc-
tion in a similar sense to the circuit drawings, although separate
schematic drawings are given as a further guide. Whilst A is
possible to work entirely from schematic drawings-and
definitely easier for anyone with no previous experience of
practical radio work-it is recommended that the habit be
encouraged both 01'1.036, a schematic drawing to the appro-
priate circuit drawing, and eventually working mainly off A
circuit drawing. Once familiar with the reading of a circuit
drawing, for example, is far easier to work from this to cheek
a 6..111111W, endeavouring to trace possible wrong connections
from a schematic drawing.

Asa typical example to illustrate the difference between
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these two types of drawings, take the tuned circuit previously
discussed. Fig. t depicts a tuned circuit both as a schematic
drawing (right) and circuit drawing (the latter using standard
symbols). On a complete drawing, values (or specifications)
for L, CI and Ca would be given. Other stages added to III<

tuned circuit (e.g. as in Fig. a) are generally more easy to
follow on the circuit drawing, particularly for checking the
overall circuit.

The purpose or a schematic drawing, or a layout drawing,
is to translate the circuit drawing in terms of physical layout
of the various componen.. It can be dispensed with where the
circuit is simple and the constructor has enough experience to
appreciate how to lay out dte various componen. in an
orderly, efficient manner. On very much more complex circuits,
the position of certain componen. may be quite critical and
the layout may have to be planned for minimum wiring length,
etc., which is rather another matter. With the sets we arc con-
cerned with here we can say that once the builder has learnt
to work from a circuit drawing only he has established himself
as having a good practical Imowledge of basic radio engineering.

The other basic skill required is a ccrtain dexterity in the
use of a soldering Man and the ability to make strong, perfect
soldered joints neatly and efficiently. {Visit. an untidy receiver
may work as well as one neatly constructed, untidy workman-
ship is often bad workmanship-and a poorly soldered connec-
tion tnay bc a bad joint which will give trouble later on, or
even prevent the ut from working Item the start.

Only an electric iron is really suited to radio
construction, preferably one a the smallest size with a pencil
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bit. The two most important things about making a good
soldered joint arc a hot iron and a "tinned" and/or clesa
surfaces to be jointed.

hint a word about the working temperature of the iron.
Nearly all electric soldering irons arc designed for operation
on 230-250 VOW main, the actual supply voltage is less than
220 volts, then the iron will never get hot enough for satis-
factory soldering. Your mains voltage will be marked on your
electricity meter, or local electricity authority can give
you this information. You aunt have an electric iron to suit this
voltage-Or in an extreme case use a transformer to boost the
supply voltage to the specified voltage of the electric iron.

All wiring is normally done with copper wire, or preferably
tinned copper wire. A tinned surface solders more readily
than bare copper. In the case of insulated wire, the bare copper
end by stripping off the insulation can be tinned by
laying on the point of a hot iron and then touching with solder.
Clean, bare copper will always tin readily by this method. If
the surface is greasy or dirty, the solder will not "run" properly,
nor stick to the wire. Enamel insulation on wires must, of course,
be scraped off before attempting to solder.

Even a tinned surEsce will not solder properly if it is dirty
or greasy; you should particularly watch tags on condensers,
kids on resistors or caparison which have become dirty or
greasy through handling. (leaning of these surfaces can easily
be done by scraping lightly, or rubbing with fine emery paper.

[War no rirnanstantra thud an atidqypt flux be cued for elran'eal
Jolderal. In fact, no Bo: at all should be required other than
that already contained in standard resin -cored solder supplied
as a standard material for radio work. A ckan iron, hot enough
to melt the solder at a touch, clean surfaces to be joined, and
resin -cored solder should cope with all requiremenu.

It will usually pay anyone not experienced in soldering to
practise joining spare pieces of wire and odds and ends until
proficient at making a neat, strong joint efficiently and quithly.
Component& May be damaged by long application of heat near
them when completing joint. The correct technique is to
apply the op of the iron under the parts to be joined, and the
solder to the opposite side. Ina matter of a second or so the
joint area should have heated up enough for the solder to run,
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when dm iron can be removed to allow the solder to cool off
immediately and complete a good joint.

In certain cases it may be necessary to me one hand to hold
a component or wire in position whilst soldering when a blob
of solder may have to be run on to the tip of the iron and
carried to the joint-leaving the iron in place just long enough
for die solder to run over the joint properly. Both techniques
are worth practising-and practising again-until you are
thorougldy proficient at them. An old terminal strip, which
you can purchase fora few pence, makes a good practice piece

--soiling

wires to each tag, in turn, and then testing each
joint ith a really good joint you should never be Able to pull
the v off the tag-the wire itself should break off if you work
it up d down, rather than the solder joint fail.

Your basic tool kit should also include a small pair of side -
cutting pliers (used for cutting wire and also for stripping
insulation); a small pair of pointed nose pliers; a small screw-
driver; and a small hand with a selection of twist drills
(used for drilling chassis plates, etc.). For cutting Paxolin
sheet to sire for chassis plat, a Junior -sire hacksaw will also
be most useful.

Components required for the construction of the individual
sets arc fully listed in the captions with each design. A certain
amount of stock material will accumulate, such as tinned

copper wire for miring up, sleeving for insulation purposes,
small screws, nuts and bolts, solder tag, etc.; or you can buy
rather more of these than originally required as they will
always come in useful for future work. Most of the other
materials which may be required from time to time can usually
be found about the house.



ClIAPTER III

THE SIMPLEST TYPE OF RECEIVER

Tits simplest type of receiver consists only of a tuned circuit
and detector, feeding audio frequency power into a pair of
headphones as explained in Chapter II. It operates entirely
on the power of the transmitted radio signals picked up by the
aerial, so requires no battery to operate it.

Since the aerial signal strength, even when the tuned circuit
is in resonance, is probably only oldie order of a few millivolts
(one millivolt = one thousandth of a volt), there is obviously
very little power to play with and m the performance of an
elementary receiver of this type it seldom very good. Neverthe-
less, by employing an efbcient tuned circuit and a ptimer
selection of components it can give quite satisfactory headphone
reception and pick up quite a number of different stations.
Much will depend upon locality, i.e. how far the receiver is
trot n a particular transmitter. The nearer the better, obviously,
for maximum signal strength.

In some arcas reception may be very poor indeed, to the
point of being inaudible tuned to a, broadcast station. In fact
there arc ma, are, in the British Isles where no basic set of
this simple nature will pick up a, station at good listening
strength. There is nothing that can be done about this, it is

just unfortunate. However the cost involved in the construction
of a basic receiver is relatively small and so the loss involved in
such cams is not very great in It,,, of cash. It should be
emphasised, however, that the fact that a simple basic receiver
does not appear to work does not necessarily mean that the
area concerned is dead as fu as signal strength is concerned.
It may simply mean that more attention is necessary to getting
a good aerial and earth rigged up. The limitations of the diode
as a detector at low voltages has already been uplained in

Chapter I. Further, stations which would not otherwise be
picked up even with a good aerial system may become audible
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with a alight modification of the circuit (see design
described later).

The circuit diagram for basic receiver (dtrign
shown in Fig. ix. L and Cr comprise the tuned circuit. The
aerial is connected to a tapping point (2) on the coil through the
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capacitor CT. To the same point is connected a diode (D) to act
as a detector, passing audio frequency current on to the phone..
The return circuit connect, back to the tuned circuit, this being
the earthed aide of the receiver (physically connected to a
suitable earthing point, if necessary, to improve the aerial
efficiency).

Two other components are also included in the complete
circuit-a capacitor (Cs) in the aerial, and another capacitor
(C3) aer0i3 the phones. The function a the capacitor across
the phones D to act as a filter or "by.pass'. circuit for the high
(radio) frequency current which passes through the diode.
The capacitor thus integrates or averages the half cycle pubes
of radio frequency energy. A small capacitor represents a

tonthertint path for high frequencies, but blocks lower frequencies.
Thus all the lower (audio) frequency current is directed through
the phones.

The function of the capacitor in the atrial is lea obvious-
in fact it (or even the whole aerial) may not be necessary at all.
It is often found, however, that capacitor,oupling of an
external aerial in Chia manner improve, reception OD COXiSiD
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stations by giving better selectivity or station separation,
particularly in the medium wave band for which range the
tuning circuit is usually designed (see Appendix I). The values
of Ca and C3 arc determined from experience and are,
typically,

C2 220 pF
C 3 = .001 pF

Disregarding the effects of the locality in which the set is
operated, the performance of a receiver of this type depends
nn the effectivenms of its aerial and the efficiency of its tuned
circuit. A majority of designs, purely on the score of keeping
coat down to an absolute minimum, me simple wound coils and
a tuning condenser inherently subject to high loses. For a
matter of only another two or three shillings high.performance
components can be used (Or both these vital components in the
tuned circuit, with a consequent benefit to performance.

All this means, in fact, is avoiding the use of a variable
condenser with a Paxolin or similar dielectric material and
instead using a mica compression trimmer (or an air -spaced
or ceramic type variable condenser of the required capacity),
and the purchase of a ferrite rod on which the tuning coil is
wound.

WINDING TUE TUNING Con. (see also Appendix III)
The stages in making the tuning coils me detailed in Fig. 13.

11,10t'Tr
no. IS. Wenvxo my Tmota

The first thing to do is make a paper sleeve Irons gumstrip to
fit elocely over the rod. Cut a one -inch length of gum -
snip, moisten and wrap ..mid the rod, as shown, with the
gummed side OPPIPIOPP. Now add about another half a dozen
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wrappings of similar length of pmstrip over the first, this time
with gummed side data to form a reasonably rigid tube. Make
sure that the paper tube is a ;Ming fit on the ferrite rod and
leave to dry thoroughly (preferably removal from the rod so
that it cannot become stuck it).

1Vhen the paper tube is quite dry it should be rigid, when
the coil windings can be applied. The wire to be used Ls 38
s.w.g. enamelled copper wire, or preferably 38 s.w.g. double
silk covered srire-the number 38 rcferang to the actual
diameter size of the wire according to the standard wire gauge
(s.w.g.).

Starting about inch in from one end of the paper tube,
wind the wire carefully round the tube with each turn fight
against the one before it until 16 fill turns have been con
pleted. Then make a loop in the wire, as shown, and carry on
winding, with succeeding risers touching, until 5o turns in all
have been completed. Tile two loose ends of the coil (the start
and finish) can be secured with a dab of scaling in= whiht the
projecting loop can be twisted together (e.g. by putting a pencil
through the loop and up). Cut off the loop, leaving
about 3 inch protruding from the main coil, bare the wire ends
and solder together. This forms point x on the coil. Ilse start is
point 1, and the end point 3-the nutnbers referring to the
circHit diagram. It will be easy to remember these without
marking since the tapping point (0) comes much nusrer one
cnd (t) than the other (3).

This is the only component to be made. The remaining
items are purchased to the specification given in the shopping
list, leaving only the chassis unit to be assembled ready to take
the components.

THE CHASSIS UNIT.

Paxolin sheet is recommended for the chassis material, this
being a rigid, tough material with good insulating properties.
A number of other materials with insulating properties could
be used, such as Perspex brittle and less easy to cut and
drill than Paxolin), sheet plastic (usually subject to warping
and not always with good insulating properties), or even ply,
balsa or hardboard. But since our aim is to become competent
radio engineers, let MS stick to radio engineering materials.
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The sheet Paxolin should be cut to the eire given in Fig. t4.
This is appreciably than that necessary to accommodate
the components for the simple receiver, but is designed to take
the further sta, which nmy be added to improve performance
(as described in later chapters).
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Now mark the position of the holes detailed and drill risme
out using 06 inch diameter drill. The basic chariis tsnit is

then completed by bending and lining the three t6 s.w.g.
tinned cop, wirm which act as bus bars as shown in stages

t and a, and also the two spring clips to take the aerial rod
(stage 3). The ends of the wirca are simply bent at right angles
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3t each end, pushed through the holm in the base and then
turned over SO lock in place. The spring clips are anchored
with self -tapping screws or small nuts and bolts.

Monier. ma Costemmarrs
Enlarge the hole for Cr, as necessary (e.g. by twisting aTe

blade or the tang of a file around in the drilled hole) until

the variable condenser (Cr) will lit snugly, then secure by
tightening up the nut on the top of the Paxolin panel.

The Male (D) can then be soldered across the gap between

the short and long lengths of bus bars on one side of the base,
making sure that the end of the diode coloured red (or marked

-,.) is joined to the /wig bus bar. It is important that the diode
be connected the right way round in some later circuits.

Capacitor C3 is soldered across the two main bus bars, as
shown in the diagram (stage 4). Cut the leads fairly short so

that this component can be mounted neatly flat against the

base plate, turning the ends at right angles to solder to the
bus bars.

The wire lead on one end of capacitor Ca is bent down at

right angles, pushed through the hole in the base near the end
of the plate and turned over underneath to hold the component
down firmly. The lead which comes out by the short bus bar
is soldered to it. 'Fhe other is cut off and bent around the edge

of the chassis, D3 shown.
The aerial rod with its coil mounted on it .n now be

mounted by inserting in the spring clips. Coil lead t is taken

across to solder to the long (negative) bus bar. Lead 3 is

soldered to one side of the variable condenser (Cr). Neither
of these leads must be cut short. The other terminal of Cr is
connected to the negative bus bar with a suitable length of
tinned copper wire. Finally use a a inch length of the same
wire as used for winding the aerial coil to connect point 2 on
the coil to the short bus bar.

Other connecting points are then as indicated. The phones
connect to the two bus bar end., on the right-marked Pr and
Pa. An external aerial, if necessary, connects to point A. An
external earth connection (again if necessary) connects to

point E. Finally, fit the knob to the variable condenser spindle
so that the condenser can be adjusted for tuning.
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The tuning coil should now beslid up and down the ferrite rod
(which A why the coil leads wereleft long to give the necessary
freedom of movement) until theB.B.C. 'Third Programme A
heard. (Check with the Radio Timm or a daily paperthat this

programmeA broadcasting attime you are trying to tune
into it. if you get no results!)

It may be net CSSary slightly to alter the adjustment ofthe

variable condenser to tune in to this programme. Also, because
of the ferrite rod aerial the set will be directional. TStt is, the

signal strength
aerial

will depend .to.some extent on the
direction in which the acal rod is pointing, so turn the set to
pick tip maximum volume.

Having established the best positiontithe tuning coil on the
rod to receive the Third Programme, fix the coil permanently
to dm rod with a dab of sealing wax.You should then find A
possible to tune into further stations by altering the setting
of the variable condenser-e.g. typically the Home Service in
about the middle of the condenser travel and the Light Pro-
grammetowards the other end-sec Appendix I.

If there is a complete lack ofcheck for faulty ssiring

up.A more likely cause, however, A lack of an external aerial
or earth connection in an area wherethese are strictly necessary
for adequate reception; or an inefficient aerial (too short, or not
high enough) or poor earth connection (badelectrical contact
to a good earth point, or connection to abad earth point).

Another possible cause of apparent failure may be too much
outside noise entering the ear so that itis impossible to detect
the very weak radio signal as A A being tuned in. Headphones
are possibly better than a single deaf-aid type of earpiece in
this respect, but in a, caseareally quiet room A virtually
essential for initial setting up and tuning adjustments. Also
if your adjustment of the tutting control A tro coarse, you may
miss the setting for the station you are looking for completely
without realising it.

Reception will also tend to vary withweather conditions.
Some days it may be good, at other times so poor that what was
normally a strong station is hardly heard atall. The simple basic
receiver has many limitations, but since it costs very little to
construct and nothing at all tothese must be regarded
as inevitable. You have succeeded, in fact, in mastering one of
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the basic principlm of radio in receiving any one station at all
at a strength which is audible. You have in fact, to
extract electromagnetic (radio) enemy out of the ether and
turn it back into audible sound under a potential picked up in
your aerial of the order of only a few thousandths of a volt.
Having learnt how to capture that radio energy there are war
and means open to boost or amplify it to improve the perform-
ance of the receiver.

Meantime there are further experiments you can t, even
with this simple set, such as designing and winding different
coils (sce Appendix III); experimenting with different aerial
lengths and positions (try attaching the aerial directly to point
2 on the tuning coil-i.e. to the short bus bar-instead of
putting through the capacitor C2); disconnecting C3 to see if
there 13 any detectable difference in reception; and so on.

CHAPTER IV

IMPROVING ON THE BASIC RECEIVER

Iv the simple diode receiver described in Chapter III the volt-

ages involved are very small indeed, so that it is possible only to
e the strongest local stations. To obtain a reasonable

amount of audio frequency power it is necessary to increase
Me amplitude of the signals passing through the receiver, i.e.

by adding an audio frequency amplifier stage. Actually there

arc two types of amplifier stages which m, be involved-an
audio frequency amplifier to increase the amplitude of the A.F.
voltage; and an audio frequency gonna aingdifri or at/wt stage.
These differ slightly in design, so we will discuss them both.

The basic amplifier used in radio circuits is the triode which
consists, essentially, of three elements enclosed in an evacuated
glass "bottle". The central electrode is a mesh -like structure
called the cordial grid, or just the grid, interposed between the
cathode and the anode. By applying voltages to the grid (actually
a potential difference between the control grid and cathode),
the flow of anode current (between anode and cathode, when
the valve is acting as a conductor in the circuit) can be con-
trolled or varied over a wide ran,. A comparatively small
change in grid voltage can cause a big change M ,ode current.

Two types of triode are shown in fig. [5. Both arc the same

Two rare or 11.01 vaava Iabo .re Approdu V Ie. deaila of oche
valve eineel as aim.).
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in function but in one case the cathode is directly heated
(connected to the low tension battery or voltage supply), and
A. the other it A indirectly heated by a separate clement called
the heater. NIoot mains -operated salvo of modem type art
indirectly heated, the chief advantage being that with the heater
isolated from the rest of the circuit, alternating current can be
applied for heating without causing hum which would other-

ise be present if the cathode were directly heated by A.C.
Directly heated valves are moldy used in battery receivers,
where the voltage supply is D.C. and no question of maim
hum mites. This alto accounts for the fact that a battery receiver
will operate almost immediately it is switched on whereas a
mains receiver, with indirectly heated valve cathodes, requires
a warming up period for the cathode to be raised to its operating
temperature by the heat of the separate heater coil.

'Die action of a triode can be explained quite simply. In the
case of a simple two -clement valve (or diode) the valve becomes
a one-way conducting element as Mr as electricity is concerned
by the fact that the filament or cathode is heated up to give an
emission of electrodes. Then freed electrode% (being negatively
charged) are attracted to the anode element, the flow of elec-
trons in this direction being equivalent to a flow of electric
currcnt from anode to cathode (positive to negative) through
the valve-(this u shown as dotted lines in Fig. 16). Thus,

depending on the nu, shape, and construction .1 the valve,
fora given high tension voltage there will be a corresponding
anode current flowing through this circuit.

The triode valve, connected in this manner, will have a
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similar performance. The current flow will not be quite as high
as for an otherwise identical valve construction, for the grid will
offer a certain physical barrier to the flow of electrons and thus,
effectively, give the valve a slightly higher internal resistance
to current flow.

Now consider what happens when a mgatiry potential is

applied to the control grid. The grid being negative ulth res-
pect to the cathode will rye/ electrons back towards the cathode,
and the higher the grid (negative) potential, the greater this
effect xi8 be. lithe grid (negative) voltage is small, most of the
electrons will continue to pus through it to the cathode. But
the more the grid (negative) potential is increased, the greater
the number of electrons which will be held back.

Thus the anode rurrrni will vary directly with the amount
of grid (negative) voltage -a small value of grid (negative)
voltage giving a small reduction in anode current, and an
increasing grid (negative) voltage a correspondingly decreasing
anode current. If the grid (negative) volt, is increased up to
a certain point all the electrons will be repelled and the anode
current will drop to zero. The value of grid potential at which
this occurs is known as the rut -off point for the valve.

This reduction in anode current with increasing grid (nega-
tive) voltage is shown in the graph, which is called a charac-
teristic curve for the valve. It will, of course, vary for triodes of
different design and construction, but is always a straight line
(or very nearly so) over what is normally the working range of
the valve. ilte effectiveness of the grid in controlling the anode
current can he expressed by the slope of this straight line-e.g.
in terms of milliamps anode current change per volt (mid
negative potential). This value, with the standard unit of
ntilliamm per volt, is called the =dual randuaana of the valve.

A further important figure extracted from the characteristic
curve is the amplification fader of the valve, or a measure of how
many times the grid is better than the anode in changing the
anode current. 'this is found by plotting a point or points at a
different anode voltage (high tension voltage) and comparing
the difference in anode current produced by this voltage
change with the amount of grid voltage change required to
give the ram anode current change Ill the original curve. A
figure of around 20 or so is quite common, i.e. the grid is
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that number of times more effective than the anode in changing
the anode current.

Yet another factor of significance is the inured retietance or
anode circuit resittance the valve-which is not the anode
voltage divided by the anode COMM. It it COMDIlled ZIS the
Mange in anode voltage divided by the change in anode current
which it produces. Internal resistance, amplification factor and
mutual conductance all related:

Amplification factor mutual conductance x internal
resistance

Knowing any two of these factors, the other can easily be
calculated.

Now to put the triode valve to work as an amplifier. First
it is necessary to apply a negative hint voltage to the grid to
ensure that whatever the variation in input voltage also fed to
the grid the grid voltage always remains within the "straight
line" operating part the characteristic curve. Also it is
essential to ensure that the grid voltage can never become
positive, which might damage the valve through an excessively
high anode current being developed. The grid bias voltage, in
fact, just does what the term suggests-blame the valve to
remain Within normal operating liMit3 at all times.

A varying input signal superimposed on this bias voltage
will now cause a corresponding variation in the actual grid
voltage--sce Fig. 7. This, in him, will cause v.niations in the

anode current flossing through the valve. This latter change
aLso means that the anode tenor must vary accordingly and
because of the amplification effect described above, the ultimate
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All of these additional components c., in fact, be connected
directly to the valve base, as shossn in Fig. in (design
the underside of the base plate. When the valve is mounted in

Grid I. luttrr,
the base A can then be strapped to the base with a rubber
band-unless you prefer to MOOD( A permanently. In this case
the base should be cut out to take thc valve bau and the base
mounted on the plate.

A somc-what simpler circuit can be used with certain types
of valves (e.g. W.1 equivalent-see Appendix V). These
valves have a very anode current and may be operated
satisfactorily tritium a separate grid bias voltage, dispensing
with the need for an additional grid bias battery. The circuit
then becomes as drawn in. Fig. ao, the grid leak R2 being

owasusmrnwv

"V&2:".,,n,t7:1217" '" "*""
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retained, as before. It is instructive to try different vain. for
Ra (say, ranging between boon ohms and I megohm) to see
which gives the greatest volume. The volumes in fact,

markedly affected by the value of Ra in a particular circuit
and will generally tend to increase with an increasing value
of Ra.

Yet another alternative method of applying negative bias
to the grid of the valve in small battery receivent is to utilise
the low tension battery {see Appendix IV).

Pow. AMPLIFICATION

it is readily possible to add a further gage of pony amplifica-
tion to improve the performance yet again and boost the
receiver signal strength to sufficient volume to operate a loud-
speaker. In this ease an anode load resistance is put in place
of the headphones and output taken from the anode circuit
via a capacitor to feed into the grid of a second triode. The
second power amplifier circuit is a little different, as will be
wen from Fig. it, for this time we insert a trensfennee as the

anode load and operate the loudspeaker through this trans-
former. Thus the loudspeaker is not direaly connected to the
output circuit, but induetieqy wept"d to it. Otherwise the
amplifier circuit is the same as before, and the same possible
variations apply (sec Appendix IV).

The reason for using a transformer in the output stage oils,
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power amplifier if to provide the necessary high resistance
load to achieve the maximum power gain. The headphones
used in previous circuits have, necessarily, been of the high
impedance (high resistance to alternating currents) type. Low
impedance licadphonm, or a low impedance deaf -aid earpiece
in these circuits, would have to be coupled in with a transformer
to get any results at all (sec Appendix II).

AU modern loudspeakers of the moving coil type arc low
mpedance, their actual effective resistance being a the order

of only a few ohms (whereas the impedance of the headphones
specified is usually about to,000 ohms). Thus A is not pcmible
to connect a loudspeaker directly in anode circuits since such
a small impedance would give negligible output power-quite
insufficient to drive the speaker to convert electrical energy
into sound waves.

The use of a transformer sorts this out by matching the
impedance of the speaker to the required anode load resistance
for maximum performance. An important point arises here in
that there is an optimum value for the anode load (depending
upon the type of valve used), Which will give muimum power
output. Any greater resistance, or any smaller resistance, will
result in a reduction in pow, output.

This optimum Mad is quoted as pan a 4e valves charac-
teristics and in practice generally lies between 3,000 and
to,ono ohms. Very approximately, in the cast of a triode, the
optimum told can be taken as twice the internal resistance of
the valve. In case of doubt, or where performance A not as
goal as expected, trying different values for anode load
resistance may be a solution. In the case of optimum anode
load resistance for selecting an output trnsformer, however,
A A necessary to know this figure in order to select a transformer
which gives the correct match with the loudspeaker.

If, for example, the optimum anode load resistance for the
valve tared was specified as 3,000 ohms and the impedance of
the loadspraker was 3 ohms, the required transformer ratio
can be calculated as the square root of the ratio au.

Turns ratio =
N g

= 40.8m
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There are two basic ways in which the triode can be used
as a detector. In the circuit shown in Fig. 23 the triode is

effectively coupled to act both as a diode detector and a triode
amplifier-i.e. the single valve performs both functions. No
standing bias is provided so that in the absence of a signal grid

V Hr+

no. 23. Tn. TRXML <anus ro scr &am Dryvcro sta.

and cathode arc at the same potential The grad and cathode
behave al a diodr in the detector circuit, the grid acting like a
diode anode.

When a signal current Bows through this detector circuit
the D.C. component flowing through the resistor is, tends to
bias the grid negatively, technically known as "self -bias" since
the signal itself is responsible for the production of bias. The
audio frequency (A.F.) and radio frequency (R.F.) components
of the signal are between the grid and cathode, thus
working the valve as a triode. Both the A.F. and R.F. compon-
ents would be amplified and passed on to the output stage but
for the presence of the capacitor C5. This is chosen of a suitable
value to provide a is reactance to RP., but a high reactance
to Hence it acs as a short-circuiting path across the output
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This second circuit A technically known as an anode bend &Maar.
The discerning reader will have spotted that rho circuit it

identical with the circuit for a triode valve used as an audio
amplifier. The only difference, in fact, is in the value of the bim
used which pulls the triode down to operate about its cut-olf
point (above and below) when used as a detector, instead of
around the midpoint of the characteristic curve in the case of
an amplifier. This will also give a clue as to why the anode
bend detector is subject to distortion. Near the cut-off point of
the valve the characteristic curve departs from a straight line
and becomes quite curved so that anode current no hinger
varies in direct proportion with grid voltage (check against the
typical fort. of a triode curve shown in Fig. t6).

Optimum working with the anode bend detector A obtained
by adjusting the grid bias voltage on a trial -and -error basis
(e.g. start with 9 volts grid bias and reduce progressively).

MA., RECEIVERS

A simple mains receiver may be designed on similar lints,
using, of course, mains valves with indirectly heated filaments.
The basic circuitry A otherwise identical apart from the method
of applying grid bias.

To all intent, and purposes the high tension and low tension
voltage supplied can Ise considered as coming from separate
points (equivalent to the battery terminab on a battery
receiver). The power supply circuit, in other words, A quite
independent of the remainder of the circuit, apart from
connection to those output points, although A in itself is usually
a valve circuit, using a diode as a rectifier (actually two diodes,
or in practice a "double -diode" in a single envelope, to achieve
full wave rectification of A.C.) Details of typical power circuit
design arc given in Appendix VII.

The most common method of applying bias to the valves A
by what A termed the cathode hirer method, which can be fol-
lowed from the circuit shown in Fig. 25. Each of the triodes
has a resistor (R3 and R6) inserted between the cathode lead
and earth (high tension negative ride). This resistor camp
the D.C. anode current flowing through the valve and thus
will have a direct potential difference developed across A. The
po/nrry of this D.C. potential will be such as to make the

-

MI
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cathode a few volts pafitim with respect to earth. The grid of
each valve, on the other hand, is returned directly to earth

via the grid leak (193, R6), thus making the grid negatire with

respect to the cathode (by the amount the cathode is positive

with respect to earth).

Flo. 2, AP,. a Btu sr T101 CATIODZ Btu Myroo.

The required value of this resistor (R2, R5) is very simply
calculated by Ohm's law, states that resistance = volts/

amps. Knowing the D.C. anode current and the bias voltage

required we can simply say:

Resistance required =
bias voltage

Thus, if the D.C. anode current is t milliamp and the bias

voltage required 5 tutu:

Resistance required = 5,000 ohms

To be sure that only the D.C. component of the anode

current is used to produce the potential difference across the

resistor, a by-pass circuit must be provided to proside an alter-

native path for a, A.C. component. 7Tis takes the form of a

condenser (C., C6), connected as shown. This by -pats con-
denser R invariably of the electrolytic type, the value chosen

so that the reactance (or resistance to A.C.) is very much lower

than the resistance R3, R6 the lowest frequency to be
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DEVELOPING A TRANSISTOR RECEIVER

Tue transistor is an American invention, developed by the
Bell Telephone Laboratories and first announced in 1948.
Since that date it has been further developed and improved
and has continued to find ever-increasing application both 39 a
direct replacement for ordinary valves, and to supplement
valve circuit., etc., in all types of radio and electronic work.

In essence, the transistor is a device capable of working like
a triode valve, but with numerous advantages over a conven-
tional valve. It is extremely small in six, ruggedly constructed,
requires little power and no warming -up time and, if not
abused, should have an indefinitely long life. With this, of

course, come some disadvantages, such as limitations on
performance in certain a tendency to vary its operating
characteristics with temperature, and the fact that manufac-
ture to a consistent performance is not always cosy. Thus
any" transistor used fit a particular circuit designed for van.
sistor operation may not necessarily give the required results
and it is important to bear in mind that there arc different
OM of transistors as well as different grader (see Appendix VI).

It is not practical to discuss the theory of transistors here
to any great length, since to understand their operation fully
a knowledge of semi -conductor physics is necessary. As a

generalisation, however, it can be stated that transistors are
made from ',type or N -typo germanium, or a combination of
both and different methods of construction produce poird-rontoa
transistors, filAdi011 transistors and 0/feud base transistors, to

name three typical forms. For the purpose of application to
simple radio receiver acid junction will meet our requirements.

The P- and .Af-type of germanium differ in the manner in
which they conduct electricity. With P -type germanium con-
duction is effected by fanlike charges, and with N -type ger-
manium by nepticv charges-hence the P and if designations.

5,
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A, type germanium is also known as a donee because it is in a
state of readily giving out free electrons. P -type germanium is
an acceptor because its atomic structure virtually contains a

"hole" which is ready and milling to accept free electrons
These different characteristics of the same (crystal) material

-germanium-are the result of deliberately introduced im-
purities. Pure germanium, for example, is almost a non-
conductor. The addition of impurity atoms in very minute
quantities turns germanium into a semi -conductor. The addi-
tion of one impure atom for eve, too million germanium
atoms increases the conductivity by 16 time. Germanium
ceases to have semi -conductor properties and becomes more
like an ordinary conductor if the impurity ratio is increased to
one impurity atom per to million germanium atoms. Hence
the degree of impurity must be carefully .ntrolled for transistor
application.

Since different impurities introduce different semi -conductor
characteristics (e.g. A, and P -types) it is obviously also impor-
tant that the original purity of the germanium should be high
-actually of the order of Ins than one part of any impurity in
too million. Were this not so the deliberate introduction of
impurity to give certain desired properties might be cancelled
by impurity of an opposite nature already present, or magnified
out of the rueful range by a similar impurity already present.
Hence the production of the basic material for transistor
construction is a most exacting process. Add to that the fact
that the canttructiort of complete transistor is equally exacting
and the reasons behind the relatively high price of such a tiny
component, and the pasibility of varying characteristics, are
readily appreciated.

In the pont reninth transistor (Fig. 26) the pellet of germanium
used is normally oldie Ntype, only about riso inch thick and
t /5o inch long. The pellet is soldered to a suitable base, and
in contact with the pellet are two tiny electrodes or cat's
whiskers" about sft,000 in. in diameter, pressing on the
germanium with their points spaced about Ilsoo inch apart.
These electrodes comprise the emitter and refirthor, the third
connection being made to the bare. The whole is then enclosed
in a suitable rugged case with three wires emerging from the
bottom, always in the same characteristic positions. The wire
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remote fmm the other two (i.e. with the biggest gap between

it and the nearest wire) is always connectexl to the base. The

wire at the opposite end conoccu to the collector and the inside

wire nearer to the collector than the bast connects to the

emitter. This configuration of TAM IS (Et:tined on al point
contact transistors.

sr
arsssu

SIITTER

COLLECTOR-41i
tIn.. A toner-covrAcr Tsunartos *said< and now not used,

In the tam of junction transistors the two basic types of
germanium are combined in a sandwich construction. The
combination of .W -type and At)pe germanium to forma Alf
junction products a germanium diode (the basis, in fact, of
the construction of the germanium crystal diode used as a
detector in the basic circuits of Chapter III). The combination
of no, such crystal diodes in single unit, where obviously one
half of each pair can be common to both, produces either a

.N -P -N or P-N-PilinctiOn transistor. The middle layer of the
sandwich in each case is very thin, this being necessary for

proper transistor operation.
'Fhe three leads arc now led out in a different fashion-sec

Fig. 27. The isolated wire on one side now becomes the
with the wire farthest away at the other end the emitter.

remaining wire (nearest the emitter) is connected to the bast.

This configuration applies to all junction type IranSISIOPS.

It is also important to appreciate that although conduction

is similar in the P -16P and X -AN junction transistors, the

polarity of these two different types is remsed. They must be

connected up the right way round, otherwise the transistor will

ASE
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be ruined. Hence a P-X.P tmnsistor cannot be plugged into a
circuit wired to take a .101.1,.?( transistor, or vice versa. In We
circuits described later in this chapter a P.X.P jundion transistor
is specified throughout. The chief advantage of the junction
transistor over the point -contact transistor is a very much

LEAD 1411it"

EMITTER

LEAD MIRE

COLLECTOR
BASE

greater voltage and power gain, which is the principal reason
for the selection of this type. In fact, point contact transistors are
not used at all in my modem circuits.

Asourvoto Tant Banc Dronr..oarecrost
Using the basic receiver (drsign no. 1, described in Chapter

II) with a crystal detector, the addition of a single stage
of amplification with a type junction transistor is very
simple .d straightforward. The circuit is shown in Fig.
(design no. 3), the amplification stage is simply added to basic
receiver stage.

The P.N.!' transistor acts as a eurrtni amplifier and this degree
of amplification or current gain is referred to as the ,8 of the
transistor, which OC71 transistor has on average value
of about 5o. The bias resistance Rs is chosen accordingly to
suit the desired collector enrrtnt and battery voltage used. Almost
any value between 1.5 .d a° volts could be used for the latter,
a convenient battery size for optimum overall perform.ce
being g volts. A desired collector current of about .5 milliamps
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to operate the headphones is about right, so by simple
calculation:

battery voltage
Rr - x collector Current

=
04?75

goo,000 ohms

The neuat preferred value. for RI is thus 1 megohm
(1,000000n).

Pio.. [Polon No. 3-11-oonnin AYPLIFTIM Sox. Anon, 70 nisi !Uric
A.4xnex.

C4-8oLinl,:dtectraytio
capacitor cr.C.G. Dobilirr or Plea, n,

L-747 K a-, be conmcied in porolki with C., for .1ter ewln, life Ai

TR-Mul4.1 0071
1'Innea-1,s4.Impednca type i`o APpondix

Whilst theoretically any P -.WP junction transistor will work
in this circuit (adjusting the value of R,, if necessary), it is

strongly recommended that only the specified types be em-
ployed in order to be sure of getting the best results possible.
Surplus transistors, cheaper, arc a relatively unknown
item as regards performance. They may be perfectly satisfac-
tory; satisfactory to a degree only; or unsatisfactory; and there
is no way of telling into which category they fall without having
first bought and tried them. Generally they have been rejected

 see cplanntion of pre m. valon in Oupter 11. p.
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by the manufacturers due to lack of performance in one respect
or another.

The schematic diagram of the circuit just described is given
in Fig. go, with step-by-step assembly instructions appended.
It is strongly recommended that the transistor connections be
made to a transistor socket, into ...hidh the transistor can be
plugged when all the wiring has been completed. Transistors

EW+ZCE 00

battery and all , su no,sau,

can easily be ruined by excess heat applied To then, as may well
be done in soldering leads directly to the transistor leads.

It is considered good practice if soldering is done directly to
transistor leads to hold the lead between the joint and transistor
body with a pair of round nose pliers so that the pliers help to
draw off excess heat which would otherwise be conducted up
the leads into the transistor itself (although this is not always
done by the experienced constructor). Also it is recommended
that with direct soldering the iron should be unplugged from
the mains when actually completing the joint to avoid possible
damage to the transistor through mains ..hum (A.C. current)
present in the bit when the iron is connected.
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lf, on the othcr hand, a tramistor socket is used to complete

the wiring up, all these possible troubles arc avoided, so the
extra cost is usually well worthwhile. The ux of a transistor
socket in the cixuit also enables other typm of transistors to be
tried as an experiment.

Comm WMI IMPROVED TEMPERATURE STABIIITY (Align no. ,r)
One basic limitation with transistors is that they tend to be

temperature sensitive. That is, their characteristics and thus
their performance tends to vary with temperature, so that the
performance of the circuit is not comistent. This is because as
the external temperature increases the collector current also
tends to increase, which in turn causes a further increase in

junction temperature, so the effect is cumulative and goes
from bad to worsc, even to the point of ruining the transistor

completely. ft is possible to overcome this trouble by arranging
for the circuit to be self -biasing or D.C. stabilised so that a
constant operating collector current is provided, regardless of
transistor type or temperature variations. In other words, the
working point of the collector circuit is stabilised.

To do this we apply a bias resistor (R3) directly to the emitter
connecting to earth, with an electrolytic condenser (C5) to act
as a by-pass for alternating currents (i.e. the audio -frequency
currcnu). The original bias resistor is also split into two
separate resistors Rz and RP of different values (see lig. 3o).
The values given should be suitable for working with any
P -N -P junction transistor tried. If a more theoretical approach
is preferred, the individual values may bc calculated as
follows.

Taking 4,100 ohms as a typical resistance value for the
headphone and 1.5 milliamm 15 a satisfactory operating
current for the trannstor:

Voltage across phones
4,u50" a volts

Since tho supply voltage is 9 volts, this kayo 9 -2 T7 volts to
be shared by Rr and the transistor.

The impedance of the phones will bc approximately to,000
ohms. Therefore for optimum matching to the transistor the
volt, acmes the latter should be:
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theoretically, be less than Re. However, this would result in a
considerable loss of input signal. Hence, M practice, it is usual
to make this value about Sour times the impedance of the
transistor, i.e.

4 x 1,000 ohms (typically) = 4,000 ohms

A suitable practical value for Re is therefore 4,700 ohms. We
have Men:

Voltage across Re emitter voltage plus voltage between
emitter .d base

= 1.5 4.0.05 (for an emitter current 010.5 InA)
I.55 volts

Thus:

Current through R2 -4.71550,000 0 93 miBiamps

Finally:
supply vole - voltage acros Rs

R3 current through Rr + base current

- 9 - .99
x 0,000 - 21,900 ohms(rag + wor

Thus a suitable practical for R3 would be 01,000 ohms.
Both of these circuits described (Fig. 28 and Fig. go) provide

amplification at audio frequency of signab which can be heard
on the basic circuit of Chapter II. In other words, if the bask
crystal diode receiver previously described gives a "listening
strength" in the earphone (with or without an added aerial, as
necessary, according to distance from the transmitting station),
either of these circuits will give an appreciable improvement in
volume. However, because of the poor efficiency of a diode
detector at low signal levels, the following circuit should show
an overall improvement. It will, for example, enable signals
to be beard which art not detectable on the original basic
circuit (and consequendy incapable of being amplified).

INPROVED BAsto REcarvaa wrrn S000.o Brans Asteurtcwrion:
(derign ne. .5)

The main difference lies simply in rearranging the connec.
Sons to the tuning coil (see Fig. 31). Tlk tuned circuit other-
wise remains exactly the .me. Rearrangement of wiring on

SgINSTRUCTIONS TO RADIO CONSTRUCTORS

10,000 X
Volu (optimum)

0.5
000

- 5 sosolo

In practice the transistor "knee. voltage should be added to
this.'Thisisaboutc..5volts and represents,roughly,the
minimum voltage below which no useful amplification exists.

2at C.,,,8,oleckcoulyw

For ourpurpose we can just adopt this value of 0.5 vats ax
neccsury to ensure workingthetransistor under the best
conditions.

We have now:

Voltage across RI - 7 -(5 + 0.5) -t 5 volts

Since the collector current, and thus also(approximately) the
emitter current, is o.5 milliamps:

RI -'.50.53,000 ohms

In practice, nearest preferred valuesare 21 KI2 and 3.3 KD,
either of which should be quite suitable.

To calculate the values of thetwo additional resistances R1
and R3, the combined parallel resistance of thesetsvo should,
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the tuned circuit (Fig. 28 or Fig. aq) consists of unsoldering one
ride of the diode (the lead connected to the short bus bar) and
reconnecting to lead 3 on the tuning coil.

The amplifier circuit is identilical with that described in
Fig. a, with the same component values, except that the head-
phona arc now connected in the emitter circuit of the transistor.

31. Dm." no. y Am nontowto oncrrt yawn wiu. ... V.
gO

2147Z as wore

Because of the simplicity of these circuit, and the ease with
which they can be constructed and modified, it is strongly
recommended that each circuit should be tried, in turn, and
results compared-rather than sekcting one of the improved
circuits as a single project. In this way a is possible to get
practical experience of just how effective these improvements
arc.

SIMPLR Rscatvgas Eussurarttm rue Daus
Some radio construction manuals, particularly those dealing

with transistor circuit designs, suggest ekmentary circuits
eliminating the diode completely and using the transistor both
as a detector and amplifier (rather in the manner of triode
valve application). This, however, can only be done satis-
factorily by using a far more expensive type of transistor
designed for radio frequency work (i.e. specifically designed for

handling high frequencies). The resulu obtained arc hardly
likely to be worth the extra cost and so this type of circuit is

DEVLLOPINO A TRANSISTOR REDr.IVRR 6t

not normally recommended. Circuits using an audio frequency
transistor both as a detector and amplifier arc not workable.

ADDITIONAL ASIPLITICATION (design no. 6)

Additional amplification can be applied to circuit designs

2, 3 and 4 to provide further gain. These virtually repeat the

same amplifier stage, replacing the headphones in the first

stage with a suitable load (e.g. a 4,70o -ohm resistor). The

superior consistency of the temperature -stabilised circuit (and

the fact that it make the circuit less dependent on individual

transistor performance) makes it a logical choice, and so its

application to circuits 3 and 4 only will be considered. The

components are identical in each case, only the position of the

I.d resistor being different.

MIS 51A. GrIKIG
'"A,L=74,==;,;=7,;=.7.`,=-.'",rnr

2zdi
CA-my

S

Fig. 32 shows the application of a further stage of amplifica.
tion to circuit 4 (design stn. 6a), and Fig. 33 the application of a

similar stage to circuit 5 (design stn. 6b). A schematic an-ange.
ment of components to act as a wiring up guide for design 6a is

detailed in Fig. 34. Component values have been particularly

selected to keep down the number of different values of
components to a minimum.
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',OM.," output is only sufficient for operating phones. One
further star of audio amplification can provide sufficient

output to drive an 8o ohm balanced armature sound pots end

insert-a simple form of loudspeaker unit.
This further stage follows, again, the same amplifier circuit,

replacing the phones in either design 64 or 66 with a 4,7oo ohm

resistor and feeding into a final output stage as shown in Fig,
35. Wiring up of this star should be quite straightforward,

'tit'
21te;,Nr:1

if,t7;K.

P47=70,-,.
/1.1.mtecl arm.i.re Ro ohm DC remmme.

with the experience of the previous circuits as a guide. 'Rte
basic chassis unit originally described is law enough to carry
all the components up to circuit 7, with the exception of the

balanced armature speaker. If the complete chassis unit is

mounted in a simple cabinet, as in Fig. 36, the speaker unit itself
can be mounted on the cabinet, connected to the respective
circuit points by flexible leads. 'The same cabinet will, of course,
house all the other circuits described, although it is larger than
the minimum possible sire into which the simpler circuits could be

fitted
This stage 7 circuit is about the logical Inuit to which the
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Simple diode with audio amplification can be deve-
loped. Theoretically, at least, audio amplification stages can
be added a infinitam, but there arc inherent limitations in the

original circuit used to detect the signal in the first place i.e.
lad of sensitivity and sekdivity. The tuning, for example, is

very broad, which means that in arras of strong signal strength
two or more may be picked up simultaneously. In
arc. of only moderate signal strength a good aerial is still an
.annual feature for good reception, whilst amplification of the
audio signal will also amplify unwanted background noises as
well. The basic fact remains that no number of audio antplifica-
lion stages can improve the efficiency of the detector circuit.

ClIAPTISR VI

FURTHER EXPERIMENTS AND CIRCUIT
MODIFICATIONS

Tux circuits discussed in the previous chapter although simple
have been specifically designed to give as high a performance
as possible. Them area number of different features which
could be introduced, and in fact arc commonly specified for
similar types of circuits. It does not follow, however, that such
different features will an Unprorentati in performance.
Quite probably they will exactly the opposite effect. B.
it will be Nadi worthwhile the reader to try modifications
of this nature as an illustration of different basic niahosts of
doing a similar job. The fact that one method may be superior
to another can only be underlined by practical experience with
all the alternatives. One can read that such -and -such a system
is better than another, but it is much more realistic to try the
different effects and form one's own conclusions as to their
respective merits. Electronics is not a subject which can be
fully appreciated visually, or by study-but practical results

WORKING ON 'rue Twit. CSacerr
Although thy design and construction of the tuning oil

described in Chapter III .d usryl for all the subsequent circuits
appears very simple and elementary, it is, in fact, an extremely
efficient coil. Wound on a ferrite rod, as specified, its perform-
ance for medium wave reception should be equivalent to the
best of commercial coils, in the particular circuits to which it
is applied. By taking out a tapping point on the coil for con-
nection to the remainder of the circuit the oil is, in fact, being
used as an auto-tromformtr. Capacity coupling of the external
:Aerial, where called for, to the particular point specified also

represents an optimum design feature.
As an experiment the aerial may be connected directly to

a 6,
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the end or the tuned circuit, as in rig. 37, with Or without the
coupling capacitor (compare loth results). may well
prove an effective way of working in areas of reasonably
strong signal strength.

CZ

Flo. 37. EITILIWZNIAL Coma. or Maw, Dly;env na rm TV.313 Oaterr.

The construction of another type of tuning coil with an "air
core'. (i.e. the coil is wound on an open former, with no
ferrite rod or similar core) is detailed in Appendix III. The
theoretical higher efficiency of a larger diameter coil is more
than offset by the absence of a high -permeability core, so that
the results should be by no means as good as with the
original coil design. For one thing, it will have to be used with
a good external aerial, even in areas of high signal strength
(where the ferrite rod aerial may give results without. external
aerial).

About the only advantage with a large diameter air core
coil of this type is that it should be possible to extend the tuning
range into the long wave band by increasing the number of
toms (as detailed in Appendix ill). The only practical limita-
tion is that for good reception a very long aerial is essential.
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unwinding this coil, a turn or so at a time, until optimum per-
formance is reached. This will probably be when there arc
about sixteen to twenty turns remaining on the second coil.
Having arrived at the optimum turns figure, the end of the
coil can be fixed with scaling -wax, excess wire cut off and a
permanent emulation made to the rat of the circuit.

.10rzeav cox

S? GMarvrnoec co AN Irmocfmt.v Coveaso Tt.xo CO, WOC.
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Exesansr-vrs wrrn COUPLDIO
The basic circuit Fig. la with the original design of tuning

coil represents dinar toupliv of the tuned circuit to the detector
stag, i.e. a lead is taken directly from the coil (and hence the
tuned circuit) to the diode. With the type of coil just described
above, the tuned circuit employs transformer, coeoliv between
the tuned circuit and the detector stage.Both direct and tratuformer coupling could be employed
between other stages. However, direct coupling of the diode
to the amplifier stage by eliminating the capacitor would mean
that the bias on the amplifier stage would be upset, with un-
desirable results. is caused by the diode resistance being

effectively

EXPERIMENTS istrn cincerr MODIFICATION, 69

effectively connected between grid and earth. With the diode
detector one way round the grid bias would prevent the diode

working by imposing a revers, bias to t& diode.
'Ube standard form of nuiltaw-capan'ty (or R.C.) coupling

comprises a resistor which is the "load" of ite previous stage
across which the output voltage of that stage is developed.
Usually, in addition to the desired voltage (radio frequency or
audio frequency) there is also a D.C. component which must
not be passed to the next stage. 'Ile transmission of the alter-
nating current component and the blocking of the D.C. com-

ponent is done by the coupling capacitor-see Fig. 41.

5f°

F-
CO4FLAD

CADIOTOP

41. OInnoDox C.cess..

As noted in Chapter V, which described how stages of ampli-
fication are added to the basic detector circuit, in each case the
preceding circuit is "broken" across the load resistor, or effec-
tively the next stage is connected to where this load resistor (or
phones) would have been without the addition of a further stage.

On this basis we can use transformer coupling as an alter-
native method of connecting the different stages( one winding
of the transformer replaces the load resistance in the first stage
and the other connects to the second stage, as in Fig. IF. This
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particular diagram is drawn for applying transformer coupling
to design no. 4 (Fig. go). Reference to the original circuit
diagram will show exactly the difference involved. Suitable
types of transformers for coupling between stages of the circuits
detailed in Chapter IV include the Fortiphone N., Ardent
D2 t7, or similar transformers-these being sub -miniature
transformers of very compact size and designed specifically for
operation in transistor circuits.

It will be appreciated that transformer coupling can also be
used to add a measure of amplification in a thormionic valve
circuit if the turns ratio of the transformer windings apply a
step-up so that the input to the next stage is increased by a
proportionate amount. In this respect the transformer is being
used as an amplifier as well as a coupling device. Hence on this
basis transformer coupling does represent a practical advantage
in such a circuit in providing an additional degree of amplifica-
tion. Ina transistor amplifier this is not possible. However, a
transformer does provide the means of "impedcnce matching"
which is the way of obtaining maximum transfer of power from
one stage to another.

amen Clacurr -Ica -nom

For convenience of reference other circuit modifications,
such as the addition of volume and tone controb, are dealt with
separately in the Appendices. Similarly, more advanced types
of circuits designed to produce better results are detailed in the

remaining two chapters.

CHAPTER VII

INIPROVF-D TRANSISTOR RECEIVER DESIGNS

No commercial receivers--other than elementary crystal Ab-
air produced on the lines of the simple circuits so far discussed,

simply because of their inherent limitations in performance.

By comparison the ordinary domestic receiver is quite com-

plex; A is at least of the T.R.F. type and
is

a superhcl

(ice Chapter VIII). Neither of these A suitable for amateur
construction except at a fairly advanced kW.) at knoviledgc and

practical experience, sinless or course a complete kit of parts A

purchased and a set made to a well -tried design.
With transistor receivers, however, there is a special type of

circuit which A capable of giving excellent results without

becoming too complex, nor do. A introduce any particular
problems as regards alignment or setting up. Quite adequate
headphone or earpiece reception .n usually be obtained with

three stages whilst additional amplification can be added, if
required, to bust audio power output to a sufficient level for

loudspeaker operation. A complete circuit of this type can be

made extremely compact and will work in areas of reasonable

signal strength with just a ferrite rod aerial. In less favour-
able arras an external may be required. In general,
however, this type of receiver makes an ideal pocket set for A
can be built into a case scarcely larger than a packet of

cigarettes and operates olf a small, inexpensive battery with

low current consumption so that running cow are an absolute
minimum.

These designs incorporate what A known as a reflex circuit,
so called because the audio frequency output from the diode

detector stage is Ad back or rellexed into the input. The

incoming signal from the tuned circuit A also amplified as a
radio frequency signal before being Ad to the detector stage,
thin overcoming one of the basic limitations of the simple
tutted -circuit -detector designs previously described.

rr
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alio means that the gain of the amplifier varies with the

frequency of the input, because the reactance of the choke

varies with frequency. This effect is not desirable, but it is

tolerable in this type of circuit.

The output of amplified R.F. is fed from this .tag into the

T. 44. Fuar SInnta n, nu Rm.= Com rr.

detector stage (Fig. 44b(, which comprises a more or less con-
ventional circuit with another R.F. choke coil, the purpose of

which again is to ensure an adequate R.F. load impedance with
low D.C. resistance. If both L3 and Lgarc made adjustable
(ix. by adjustment of an iron-dust core), optimum performance
can be arrived at by using this measure of adjustment as a
tncans of ',sting up the finished receiver.

The required "feedbactt'. is arranged as shown in Fig. 45.

The audio frequency signal parsed by the detector, plus a tittle

/2 INSTRUCTIONS TO RADIO CONSTRUCTORS

The reflex circuit A shown in block diagram form in Fig. 43.
The tuned circuit feeds into a radio frequency amplifier stage and
thence to the detector stage. All a h A.F. component in the
detector A Ad back into the R.F. amplifier stage input for
amplification at A.F. The output from the reflex stage may

V

mast; SUS, fr.r1 Tre,4

no. 43. itlOCX MAGILW Tlf kvauw.a.

be fed directly into headphones (thromtage circuit); or may be

followed by a stage normal A.F. amplification (four -stage
circuit); or further stages of amplification (five -stage circuit,
etc., all the additional stages being A.F. amplifier stages).

As with the simpler circuits, however, there is a practical
limit to the number of anfplification stages which can usefully
be added. The basic three -stage circuit (with no A.F. amplifier
stage) should give audible headphone reception on a number
of different mations. The four -stage circuit should give good
headphone reception with local stations very loud. A five -stage
circuit should be satisfactory for working a balanced armature
speaker or even a miniature loudspeaker, via a suitable
matching transformer. It may even prove ponible to work a
balanced armature speaker direct in a four -stage circuit.

The "front else of the circuit comprises the tuned circuit
feeding an R.F. amplifier stage (Fig. 44a), the latter emplo)ing
an 0(1;5 or similar transistor. In this type of circuit the tuning
coil mutt be inductively coupled, i.e. a double wound coil to
the specification described in Chap..... V, Fig. 39. The output
from the R.F. amplifier employs what A known as choke

uparitance coupling, being . R.F. choke coil used to ensure
an adequate load impedance for radio frequency currents
without ling.. D.C. voltage drop (i.e. offering high resistance
to I.E. but low resistance to D.C.). The use of this chokc coil
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residual R.F. appearing at point I, is passed back to the base of
the transistor in the previous stage, the A.F. being little affected
by the capacitor C. However, a, R.F. if heavily attenuated
or reduced. Thus the transistor is made to perform die addi-
tional function of an audio frequency amplifier. By choosing
a suitable value for C a low reactance to R.F. is assured, but a
high reactance to A.F. For example, a ol pF capacitor has
a reactance of go ohms at goo kilocycles/second, increasing to
g,000 ohms at 5 kilocycles/second. If 5 Ke/sec represents the
upper limit of audio frequency signals likely to be encountered,
reactance will become proportionately higher at lower audio
frequencies. Conversely, fin radio frequencies alove 50o lie/sec,
the reactance will decrease proportionately.

Putting the stage together in a single, complete circuit and
filling in Suitable component values, we have Fig. 46. This
represents a fully practical design with high impedance head-
phones or a high impedance deaf aid earpiece inserted where

nos 8. T. Cmourn Rut. am, comrsse. TRa.
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indicated-a complete three -stage reflex receiver, in fact.

If additional amplification is required-and this is recom-
mended for good performance-this follows the stand rd
method used with the previous receivers in Chapter V. The

phones arc replaced with a suitable load resistor and the
amplification stage added at this point. 'rho complete four -

stage circuit then becomes RS shown in Fig. 47. Alternativ ly,

T
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of count, transformer coupling could be used for the fourth
A.F. amplification) stage, as in Mg. 42.

"Ilie remainder of the chapter will now be devoted to a

practical description of the conttruction and setting up of a
threcotage and a four -stage reflex receiver appropriate to the

circuit diagrams of Figs. 46 and 47, respectively.

D0000 No. 8 (Three -stage reflex receiver)
Details of the size and marking ORS of the r/46 M. Paxolin

chassis plate are given in Fig. 49. The holes should all be
drilled ift 6 in. diameter. The hole to fix condenser Cr can be
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opened up, as required, with a Larger drill, using the originalhole as a guide. It IS DOI advisable to drill the large hole
directly, as this may split the chassis plate.

Standard components arc used throughout, except that the
two choke coils L3 and Li will probably have to be wound.

4/0

DUST CORE
no. 48. Pasvoaoo no Com "co MINDING nu Coo. cow,

(The value of inductance specified may not be readily available
from the local radio shop.) These coils can be wound on a
former made up as shown in Fig. g8. Use a standard
diameter core and cut two 518 in. diameter cheeks from thin
ply or similar insulating material (not card) to fit tightly on the
core. Space 3/16 in. apart, as shown, and cement in place on
the core The space between the cheeks is then completely

Flo. 49. Moan Sas Mal Dona.mo P047110,1 roa Moo, so. 0 oo
g.
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filled with a winding of g8 s.w.g. insulated wire, winding on
one layer with turns adjacent, then a second layer over the
top, and so on until the coil has built up to the same diameter
as the cheeks. The coil windings can be held with a wrapping
of celluicae tape and the ends should be secure to one of the
checks with sealing wax or something of the sort. The provision
of an iron dust core to lit the centre of the coil core enables
the inductance of the completed coil to be varied by screwing
in and out, thus taking up any differences introduced in the
actual winding.

The first stage in assembly U then to mount the basic chassis
components. These consist of two bus bats, fitted as before,
and three solder tags mounted on the chassis with small brass
nuts and bolts (see Fig. 5o). The aerial rod clips are fitted with
self -tapping screws or nuts and bolts. tuning condenser CI
is also mounted at this this time on the top of the chassis.
The tuning knob is thus fitted on the underside of the chassis,
when the receiver is complete.

A schematic drawing of the complete assembly is shown
in the second diagram of Fig. 5o. This can be used as an aid in

aouwrcoss

0 cc) I
SOU. was
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miring up, in conjunction with the circuit diagram of Fig. i6.
It is better to usc the schematic drawing only as a guide to the
approximate positioning of the components and check all
connections as they are made against the eiradt or theoretical
diagram. In this way, there is ICAS likelihood of wrongly
connecting up any individual component.

Start by fitting Cr, bending one lead down through the hole
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DI the chassis and turning over the edge. Solder the other lead
to one of h g,of Cr after cutting to correct length with Cz
resting snugly on the base. Next solder the transistor socket base
connection to the first solder tag and fit R3 and C4. Follow
with lir, R2 and C3, all mounted on the second solder tag.
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Then mount by diode on the last solder tag and connect up
R4, R3 and Cy. Thtwo choke C08.S C3 and L4 can then be
conveniently positioned and connected up, and C6 can then
be fitted. Finally connect up the coil leads 1, 2, 3, and 4 to the
appropriate parts of the circuit-: to the earth connected tag
of Cr; a to the other tag of Cr, 3 to the middle solder tag; and

to the lint solder tag (the one on which the transistor socket
is mounted). The 9 -volt battery connects to the two bus bars,
making sure that the polarity is correct-positive to the lower
or earth bus bar. The phones are connected to the top bus bar
and the side of coil L3 opposite the connection to the transistor.
Check over the circuit completely and thoroughly before
plugging in the transistor.

Adjust as for the basic receiver described in Chapter II, i.e.
by screwing down the tuning condenser Cr and then backing
off half a ,um. Then slide the roil along the rod until the Thinl
Programme is audible, when the tuning coil can be fixed to the
rod. Further improvement in performance will then probably
result irons adjusting the dust cores of /3 and 1.4 for optimum
results.

'Ibis receiver should work at reasonable listening volunte in
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areas of good signal strengthbut performance will undoubtedly
be improved by the fitting of a good external aerial.

Durex S. 9 (Figs. 47 and 51)
This utilises exactly the same circuit as before but with a

stage of audio frequency amplification added, via a second
transistor. The chassis is identical.

The receiver can be wired up exactly as before, An additional
resistor R6 is connected between the top end of the choke coil

L3 and the top bus bar, the remaining additions then being
simply a complete transistor amplifier stage consisting of Rz
R6, 4, C3 .d TRa. The final stage is coupled to the previous
stage via an electrolytic condenser C8, connecting to the top
side of I.3 (same side as R6) and joining to the base terminal of
the second transistor.

The free collector lead of this second transistor can conveni-
endy be taken through a hole drilled in the chassis and then up
again through a second hole, as shown in Fig. 5s. The phone
kads then connect to this end, and to the top btu bar. Battery
connections are as before. The xhematic drawing of Fig. 51
8110,3 a slight rearrangement of components which will be
an advantage to accommodate the components for the final
stage ssithin the confines of the cha.is.

This particular receiver should work quite well in any area
of reasonable signal strength without any external aerial or
earth connections. It will, however, be very directional and

maximum signal can be found by rotating the act to :dip the

aerial in its optimum pofition. Because of its compact size, and
the fact that it should not MEd an external aerial, this design
makes an ideal pocket receiver, fitted in a suitable case (Fig. 56).



CHAPTER VIII

ADVANCED CIRCUITS

Ix all of the simple circuits the weak radio frequency signal in
the aerial is fed directly to the detector, amplification then
being applied to the audio frequency signal extracted from the
detector to bring the A.F. signal up to the required kvel to
operate headphones or a loudspeaker.. it has been pointed
out, no amount of audio frequency amplification after detection
is effective if the original radio frequency strengths too small
in the first place.

An obvious method of improving this state of affairs would
be to amplify the radio frequency signal picked up by the
aerial and tuned circuit before passing to the detector. This is
quite a practical arrangement, and was used in the reflex
designs of Chapter VII, the immediate advantages being an
improvement in both rossitirin, and stlectioity, and also quality of
reproduction since the signal applied to the detector is greater.
Improved sensitivity means that the weaker (more distant)
stations can now be received at greater volume. Better selec-
tivity means that sharper tuning can be obtained. (Sharper
tuning is probably necessity in any cue, to eliminate inter-
ference from adjacent stations now mom readily picked up.)
Quality is because there is less demand for audio
frequency amplification to get the required final volume,
whilst the output power can readily be boosted to the level
required to operate a loudspeaker without putting any parti-
cularly high demands on either the efficiency of the aerial
system or the audio frequency amplifier stages.

This type of set, using valves, is a popular choice for more
advanced amateur constructors since it is not particularly
complicated to build, nor is it difficult to set up initial adjust.
menu. It is generally known as a tuned radio ftrqunty (T.R.F.)
set, the basic nag. being as shown in Fig. 5.2. The main difference
from the simpler circuits described previously is in the provision

a.
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of a radio frequency amplifier stage before the detector stage.
The two tuned circuits arc literally identical and, in fact, are
usually "ganged" together, using twin variable condensers (a

twin gang condenser) mounted as a single unit and adjusted
by a single control knob (although the respective circuits are
wired to the separate electrical parts of the two-part condenser).

To provide complete matching of these two tuned circuits,
individual adjustment of the two separate variable con-
densers is done with the rid of smaller ',hunting" condensers
mounted in parallel with them. Similarly, the inductances of
the two tuning coils completing the respective tune circuits are

nwro Of royy. IV .1/

Cr.1.17

no. yr. T.R.F. Raca.reut Buzz Dufiemo.

matched for identical performance by means of adjustable
iromdust cores. Screwing the cores in increases the inductance
of the coils; and screwing them out decreases the inductance.
In this manner small differences in the actual wiring up oldie
Iwo tuned circuits, and small differences in effective component
values, can be balanced for optimum performance. This,
in fact, is a necessary process in setting , or align, the com-
plete receiver for best performance, and it can be done quite
satisfactorily on a trial -and -error basis.

The T.R.F. receiver, using valves, is a good receiver for the
advanced amateur constructor in almost all respects. It is

timally made as a mains receiver, using a separate power pack
for the supply (see Appendix Vii). There are many excellent
kits produced to T.R.S. sets suitable for the home builder
which, simply by following instructions and the circuit diagram
correctly, can be expected to give first claw results. The price
of such kits is generally comparable with the cost of individual
components built fora particular circuit design.

It is not proposed to give constructional details fora typical
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T.R.F. set in this present book since it does represent a rather
more advanced stage of experience than the type of circuits
with which we have been working.

Unfortunately, T.R.F. circuits do not lead themselves readily
to the adoption of transistor stages (instead of valve stages).
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This is largely because transistor amplifier stages generally
have less gain than comparable valve stages, so more transistor
stages are required for the same degree of amplification, possibly
requiring more variable tuned stages and complicating both
construction arid alignment. That is not to say that the tran-
sistorised T.R.F. set cannot be made successfully. It c., and
again there are various kits put out for such receivers which
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Will operate successfully at loudspeaker volume. A typical
theoretical circuit is shown in Fig. 53, again with suitable
component values. This could be laid out in the manner of
the simple transistor receivers described in Chapter Vin very
much the same space. It will not be a particularly cheap

y.,...CArn.avavcs Canmsle. Grywo Fr.engwax WITH

Set to construct, however, and its perfomance is probably Only
comparable with the best of reflex circuit designs under similar
operating conditions. The circuit can, however, be improved
by the addition of D.C. stabilisation.

An inherent limitation with T.R.F. sets is a tendency for the
radio frequency amplifier stage to become unstable and
cocillate, producing a loud howl or whistle in the loudspeaker.
If we haok at the triode valve in a basic amplifier circuit again
-repeated in Fig. 54 for convenience-there may well be an
effective "capacitance coupling" between the anode and grid
of the valve, either due to the construction of the valve itself

(interelectrode capacitance). or the capacity of wiring con-
nected to these two part, Or both. This capacimme will be

very small, probably only of the order of a few picofarads, which
in the cave of and frequencies represents a very high reactance
(resistance) path-remembering that the !Door the value of the
capacitance the greater its reactance or resistance to the flow
of low frequencies, and vice versa. At the much higher radio

frequencies being applied to the valve grid, however, this
external capacitance -coupling or feedback path, as it is called,

may represent a relative low resistance path to the input
signal. Hence part of the amplified moat from the anode is fed
back through the path to the grid again, exciting
instability or self -oscillation. This principle of applying feed-

back in this manner is, in fact, the bans of operating a valve



Athmrctiuidesignof transistorregenem[ivecircuit,

simplifiedas faritspossible,is shown inFig.55.A single
transistor only A used, andthis must be an OCis4 or OC.s5

(or equivalent).The aerial tuning coil is the standard design
evolved for the basicreceivers but an additimml feedback coil
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is mounted on the ferrite rod to produce the necessary coupling.
This feedback coil A made by winding 8 turnsof 38 s.w.g.

wire on a similar paper sleeve to the tuning coil, sothat the
finished coil cars be slid up and down the ferriterod. The degree
of coupling can then be adjusted kip optimumresults by sliding
this feedback coil up and down the rod to arrive at a position
which gives optimum results. The amountof reaction or
regenerative feedback is controlled bythe setting of the Soo
picofarad condenurconnected to the transistor collector.If

the set does not oscillate with this condenser adjustedto ininirmon

capacity (i.e. vanes fully closed)then the feedback coil must
be revered on the ferrite rod, i.e. slidoff and replaced the..(9.9qcoas m xeaaaap m Supputaa .aAppod
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other way round (alternatively reverse the coil connections to
the rest of the circuit).

Provided the basic circuit can be got working satisfactorily,
additional audio frequency amplification can, of course, be
added as described in Chapter V. The beadphona shown in
the basic circuit are simply replaced by a 4,700 -ohm resistor
and the A.F. amplifier stage added from there, followed by a
second stage of A.F. amplification if required. In general,
however, regenerative reuivers of this type are not particularly
suited to amateur construction without some considerable
previous atperience or circuit design and circuit behaviour.

THE SUPESORRORtstRATIva Rumors
The limit to which ordinary regenerative amplification can

be carried is the point at which oscillation starts, so the radio
frequency amplification (and thus the sensitivity) of a regenera-
tive receiver is limited by this factor. The super regenerative
receiver is a development which overcome this limitation by
introducing into the detector circuit an alternating voltage of a
frequency somewhat above the audible range (e.g. typically
between 20 to too kil0CyCICS per second) in such a manner
as to vary the operating point of the detector. In effect this
interruption or quench frequency switches the detector in and
out of operation, with the detector originally adjusted to be
near the point of oscillation. The time taken for the R.F.
oscillations to build up to their peak will be proportional to
the original modulated signal (i.e. the R.F. signal picked up
by the aerial) and by arranging for these to be quenched before
they can reach their peak, extremely high amplification is
pcosible-equivalent to a gain of over one million in a single
stage in certain

On this basis, the circuit is ideal for increasing the sensitivity
of a receiver in a relatively simple manner. However, both the
design requirements and adjustment arc somewhat critical,
and it can only be considered as an advanced type of receiver
beyond the scope of this present book for more detailed treat-
ment. The super -regenerative receiver, too, is not particularly
suited for the reception of normal broadcast frequencies. The
circuit requires a ratio of signal frequency to quench frequency
of the order of t,000:1, or greater, which means that for a
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broadcast signal of 500 kilmyclealsecond the quench frequency
must be of the order of Soo-1,5cra cycles per second, or in the

audio band. A further limitation is that they will cause inter-

ference on other receivers in the neighbourhood because
they are oscillating all the time-although this effect can be
cured.

A further variation, which is even less suited for lower radio
frequencies but again is capable of giving excellent results with

very high frequencies, is the self -quenching super regenerative
receiver. In this ease, as the name implies, the super regenera-
tive detector supplies irs (ANTI quench (reentercy. The frequency
of these quench oscillations depends on the feedback and the
"time constant" of the grid sob and condenser, the time
between each burst of oscillation varying as the input signal
varies. The action of the oscillations is said to be a blocking or
"puegging" effect where the grid of the valve accumulates

a strong negative charge which does not leak off fast enough
through the grid leak to prevent a relatively slow variation of

the operating point.

TIM Sureattrrsaonvrot Recervaa (Summer)
This type of circuit uses an entirely different principle of

operation from those previously described. We have understood
from the behaviour of a T.R.F. receiver and a regenerative
receiver that amplification of a radio frequency signal has
limitations as to what can be achieved without special circuitry
to prevent the detector valve bursting into oscillation. From the
simpler circuits we have also learnt that the amplification of

lower frequency (A.F.) signals presents no such difficulties.
The underlying principle of nopahei operation is to take the
radio frequency signal, tonvcrt it into a lower frefong, still
within the Indio frequency range but one which can readily
be amplified without trouble, and then feed this amplified
signal into the detector-and subsequently out of the detector
into any further stages or audio amplification requited.

This lower frequency is known as the iniennadiak frequerny
and may be any value within a range of about Ito KO to
t loo KO. In practice, common values are 255 KO and
465 KO, it being of practical importance to standardise on
fixed values for the intermediate frequency so that suitable
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componenu can be made readily available f stiperbet con-
struction; also so that broadcast stations do not radiate on these
chosen intermediate frequencies.

The majority a domestic receivers arc designed on the
superhet principle because of the many advantagm-high

V
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selectivity, high sensitivity, high gain and good stability.
Again, however, the superhet ba relatively complex design
for amateur construction and a type which is almixit impostible
to align correctly for proper working efficiency without the aid
of a signal gmeraior.1Ve will therefore restrkt further description
of chi, type of circuit to an explanation a h block diagram
shown in Fig. 56.

The basic stages are a tuned circuit coupled to a metier feeding
into one or more inlermedialefrequeney amplifier stages and thence
to the mond d68 k, stage, followed by one or more audio
frequency amplifter stages, as necessary. In addition, a ford
oscillator is coupled into the mixer stage to provide the necessary
intermediate frequency for I.F. amplification. On some
superhets, e.g. some car radios, a stage of R.F. amplifterdion may
precede the mixer, but no normal domestic receiver usa this
additional stage.

The local oscillator is alto provided with a tuned circuit
which is mechanically interconnected or ganged to the tuned
circuit at the front end of the miter. Whatever the intermediate
frequency selected for the design, this arrangement ensures
that the frequency of the local oscillator fed into the mixer

'SORB ADVANCED CIRCUITS Bg

7heolp differs from the incoming R.F. signal by Me intermediate

frequency value.
To quote specific values. Suppme the incoming R.F. signal

is r,000 KO and the intermediate frequency is 465 KO. The
tuned circuit in the front of the mixer is tuned to r,000
whilst the ganged tuned circuit on the local oscillator is

likewise adjusted so that the local oscillator frequency fed to

the mixer 6 t,000 plus 465 = t,465 This "difference"

frequency 6 extracted the mixer for amplification in the
intermediate frequency amplifier stage(s); and whatever the
original tuning (i.e. the original R.F. signal frequency to
which the set 6 tuned), this "difference" frequency will remain
the same and equal to the fixed intermediate frequency -
465 KO in this case.

The 1.F. amplifier NEM are therefore concerned solely
with amplifying this intermediate frequency modulated by dm
original R.F. signal and the second detector stage (usually a
diode) in rectifying this signal to give the required audio

frepirecy output as with all the simpler circuits discussed.



CHAPTER IX

SUB -MINIATURE RECEIVERS

WIMST the circuits described in the previous chapters can be
desaibed as "miniature' in that the complete receiver, with
its batteries, can be accommodated in quite n small care,
transistor circuits also lead themselves to further compacting
and space resulting in the sub -miniature receiver,
which is smaller in size than a box of matches. The use of a
loudspeaker is precluded in such a small volume, so receivers
of this type invariably utilize a deaf -aid type earpiece for listen-
ing, plugging into a matching jack on the side of the receiver
case. Also, again to save space and reduce the number of
components to a minimum, fairly simple circuits are usually
employed and the smallest sizes of Mallory -mercury batteries.

The main limitation with such circuits is the rather low
aerial efficiency which can be realized in a necessarily small
size of aerial coil and ferrite rod or slab. Nevertheless, well -
designed sub -miniature receivers are capable of providing
satisfactory listening in areas of good reception and good
sensitivity over a wide rallgC of broadcast frequencies. In less
favourable areas reception may be marginal and variable with
conditions. In particular the foal signal volume may be quite
low both a suitable level for listening dependent on fairly
precise alignment the aerial relative to the source of signal.
Such circuits, however, are readily adaptable to a further stage
of af. amplication for working a speaker, although the com-
bined volume of basic receiver, amplifier and speaker no
longer conforms to the conception of a sub -miniature receiver.

In order to achieve minimum spacing of componenu
together with a practical method of mounting and wiring tip,
sub -miniature receivers are invariably built on a printed circuit
board. The original design of such a circuit is tricky and
demands some experience to tackle successfully. For this reason
the sub -miniature receivers arc normally best built from kits

rA

SLID -MINIATURE RECEIVERS

which include a printed circuit board ready prepared and
drilled for dm mounting of components. Building the receiver
then becomes a matter simple amembly, locating each
component in its correct position on the printed board and

'"=

soldering the leads in place to the copper lands. Since the
positioning of components can be quite critiad -.one component
assembled in the wrong order may interfere with the mounting
of a sutwequent component-a definite sequence is usually
specified for building. Certain precautions may also have to be
oburved. specific to the design. Thus, building from kits, the
main point to remember is to follow the instructions for that kit
specifically and not attempt what may appear to be "sliort

An outstanding example of a sub.miniature receiver of thiS

11-_-
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type is the Sinclair hficro..6. This is deigned to fit into a cast
measuring only t x x o.5 inch. and weighs less than

one ounce, complete With batteries. The circuit is ingenious
in that although only three transistors are employed the
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performance is generally comparable to that of a six -transistor
superhet. This is achieved by taming both the first and second
transistors so that each amplifies successively at both a.f. and
r.f, in the block diagram Fig. 57.

A circuit diagram of inc Sinclair hficro-6 is shown in Fig.
58. The incoming r.f. signal is picked up by the aerial coil Li
and selected by LI and TCI, then amplified by Trt and Tr2
prior to detection. A semi -variable capacitor CH' is introduced

54

which considerably increases both the gain of Tr[ and the
selectivity of the receiver by providing positive feedback or
regeneration from the output of Trt to the tuned circuit. The
level of regeneration is automatically controlled by the a.g.c.
circuit. In practice, CF.' is simply two pieces of single stranded
insulated wire twisted together, adjusted for best performance
merely by twisting or untwisting the "coupling" until best
performance is achieved.

The r.f. output from Tra is coupled directly to the double
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diode detector Ds and D2 by capacitor C4. The output from

the detector stage consists of three parts:
(i) a D.C. voltage which is proportional to the signal strength

and which controls the collector current and thus the gain of
Trs.

(ii) an al. signal which is fed to the base of Trs. This al.
signal u then amplified in turn by Tr, Trz and Trg.

(iii) an unwanted residual r.f. signal which it removed by

capacitor C..

Ilse three transistors used are of micrmalloy type, enabling
thtitfactory performance to be realized on a low battery

voltage with very low current assumption. The batteries arc

Mallon ZI,1312 Or RM3I2 mercury [CRS Of I2 VOILS Carh. In

areas of strong signals a single cell (I, volts) may be satis-
factory but for most areas two batteries (z.6 volts) are required
for working.

Component assembly it shown in Fig. 59. All components are
mounted on the opposite side of the board to the copper lands

and are assembled in the following order:

TC1, Cr, Rg, Cy, Rg, R3, R, 44, R8, R9, R7, Trs, C6,
Tr, C2, C5, Tr3, R6, D2, Ds, C4, battery clips, earphone
socket, CW,

It is very important that all the components used to build
this set arc mounted as to the board as possible. The leads
must be clipped towithin about tly inch from the board and then
toldered. The solder mutt not protrude Gorr the board more

than absolutely neccuary. To ensure a good joint the solder
should be held against the wire and the copper and the joint
made quickly with the iron at full heat. The transistors can be
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damaged by excess heat and it is wise to grip the transistor
lead being soldered with tweezers or pliers to act as a heat
sink. It is not essential to hold the solder to the joint in the case
of the transistors iu the leads arc gold plated.

Remove any insulation from the leads of CI, C3 and C5 as
shown in Fig. 6t.

The assembly of DI, Do, and C4 is shown in Fig. 62. Take

STAGE I STAGES STAGS

Flo. 61.

care to ensure that the diodes are inserted the correct way
round. The positive end is that which looks like a tiny front
arrow inside the glass body of the diode. C4 (g5o pF) is mounted
NM to bring the top to the hurl °I'M and Do. The top lead
of Cs is wound round the top leads of DI and D2 as shown in
Stage 3. Solder Ca to Do and Do as quickly as possible to avoid
damaging the diodes and then clip off the rest of the diode leads

tt:Plt: STAG!.
MALL I
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as dose to the diodes as possible. Unless the leads are clipped
close to the diodes the final assembly might not fit into the case.

Bend the transistor leads so that they can be assembled
on to the board as shown in Fig. 63. Clip off the leads after
mounting and keep them, as two arc required to make the
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battery dips. Remember to make the solder joints quickly
and to urea heat sink if possible toavoid damaging the transistors.

TO, the tuning capacitor, Intuit lie Oat on the board ar shown
in Fig.53.The eyelet and the bush protrude slightly into holes pro-

vided on the board. It may be necessary to bend the leads slightly

so that they coincide with the copper on the baud to which they
must be soldered. The leads, when clipped, must not extend more
than h inch from the board and should be soldered as in Fig.64.

a
Sri*. Ts, Tri

:XD:r
no.

Mount Ls on to the board as shown in Fig. 53 and then fur
it to the board carefully clear cellotape so that it cannot
move. If wished, the aerial may further be glued to the board
for extra security.

For Cli' use two pieces of the single stranded, plastic insulated
wire just over I inch in length. Bare one end of each and solder

into position as shown in Fig. 59. It is not necessary to twist
three wires together at this stage. The single stranded wire is

only required for CII'.
The assembly of the WM, dips is shown in Fig. so. These

are bent from the transistor leads you will have laved. The
positive clip (numbered 4 on the diagrams) requires about j inch
of lead. The negative lead (numbered 3) wends under the

board, up through the hole numbered 2, across and down again
through hole t. The section between t and 2 must bc covered
with I inch of plastic taken from they inches length of
single strandwire.This insulated,relink helps tokeepthebatter-
i. in position. The clips must be soldered very firmly under the

board to ensure sufficient rigidity.TheyllICII be clean at all times.

Corrosion or dirt must be removed by gently filing or scraping.
Solder the earpiece socket to the board using three 2 inch
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lengths of the multi -stranded, plastic insulated wire as shown in
Fig. 59. Be careful to join the mgs to the correct holes.

Remove the nut and washer from the earpiece socket and fit the
entire assembly into the case passing the threaded neck through
the hole on the side. Now replace the washer and nut of the socket
on the ou isideof the case and tighten thescrcw firmly bu t carefully.

Remove the and two washers from TO and screw in
the dial from the front of the case until the spindle projects
through TCt. Replace the paxolin washer and fit the specially
shaped locking washer provided over this and scam the nut
provided tightly on to the end of the threaded spindle. The
whole assembly should now be as in Fig. 64_

CiC:Orr

no.

The Micro -6 uses two Mallory ZhIsta (or ANN I a) mercury
cells. These may he obtained from Boots the Chemists, or from
most radio shops. Fit the cells between the battery dips, being
very careful to insert them the correct way round as shown
in Fig. 59. You probably need to bend the battery dips
inwards to ensure that they grip the cells tightly enough. Make
sure the clips are always clean.

Plug the earpiece into the socket. This automatically switches
the set on and you should now be able to tune in a station or
two. Tune to the high frequency end of the band, that it with
the dial turned clockwise as far as it will p, and twist the wires
of CW tightly together until you hear a rushing or whistling
noise. Now untwist them slightly so tlutt the nMth just stops.
CW may be adjusted slightly for best performance and then
bent over so that the lid .m be fitted. TWO lids arc provided;
one in white plastic and one in clear to give you a choice. The
lid slides into place from the end of the box.

The kit for the construction of the Sinclair Micro -6 is pro-
duced by Sinclair Radionim Ltd, Comberton, Cambridge.

h



CHAPTER X

PRINTED CIRCUITS

Morr modern radio circuits, and virtually all transistor circuits,
are assembled on printed circuit boards rather than wired up
in the "old-fashioned" manner. In the series of designs described
in Chapters III to VIII, "wired -up" circuits have been
employed since the dedgn and construction of printed circuit
panels is a rather specialised job, needing skills which arc only

developed by practical experience. However, the construction
of printed circuit panels is well within the scope oldie amateur
enthusiast and this chapter will be devoted to describing the

techniques involved.
A printed circuit, as the name suggests, incorporates all-or

as much as practicable-of the wiring "printed" in topper on a
sheet of flat material with insulating properties. In fact, the
circuit drawing, specially designed to accommodate all the

components, is reproduced in copper foil bonded to a sheet of
laminated plastic. "Printing," rts such, is limited to reproducing
a drawing of the circuit on the copper. The final production
of the printed circuit panel involves a process of etching away
unwanted copper areas, leaving just the copper wiring design,
normally referred to as copper Iands. After "printing"-or,
rather, printing and etching-the panel is then drilled with
holes to take the component leads. Components are mounted

to the panel by inseming their leads through the appropriate
holm and then soldered in place to the copper lands. The
laminated plastic panel carries the circuit (in the form of

copper lands) and also acts as a "chassis" or mounting panel
for all the components.

Printed circuit base material consists of copper foil, 2, 3 or 5
thousandths of an inch thick, bonded to a sheet of laminated

plastic, typically about is inch thick. The two main types of
plastic sheet employed are phenolic laminate (e.g. Pasolin),
distinguished by its brown cob, and glass fibre laminate. The
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latter is whitish in colour and translucent, with the advantage
that you can see through the panel from the "plain" side to
identify the position oldie copper lands undemwth. This can Ire
of considerable aid to assembly with complex circuits, and the
material is also stronger than phenolic laminate. However,
it is more costly and harder to drill. For normal amateur
construction, phenolic laminate Material is quite satisfactory.

Printed circuit "stock" is supplied in flat panels, with one
face coated overall with copper foil. It is on this surface that
the circuit design is drawn or "printed" and surplus copper
subsequently etched away to provide the final printed circuit.
The distinct process. involved are:

(i) A suitable design Or printed circuit.
(ii) Transferring or "printing" this design on the copper side

of the stock panel.
(iii) Etching to remove surplus copper leaving the final

printed circuit pattern.
(iv) Drilling the holes for mounting the components in

position.
The technique of soldering the components in place also differs
from ordinary soldering up of wired circuits.

Starting with the printed circuit dttigt, this has to provide
both all the normal wiring connections and accommodate the

physical shape and sizes of the various components. The
starting point, therefore, is to find a suitable disposition of

components which will fit in with the connections required.
All the "wiring" as such, has to be accommodated on a flat

panel, i.e. in two dimensions only, without crossing of con-
ductors. The components themselves can, of course, form

bridges between conductors, but you cannot "bridge" one
copper land over another. if it proves impossible to design a
suitable circuit without crossing conductors then the conductors
will have to stop at such points and be joined by a length of

insulated wire. llsis is poor printed circuit design and should
be avoided if at all possible.

The various circuit components-resistors, wpacitors, tran-

sistors-can be mounted flat against the panel (horizontally),
or vertically. The former method requires a larger panel area,
but is usually the easiest method as regards circuit design since
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it avoids crowding of the various conductors. Vertical assembly
is essential, however, if the size of the panel is to be reduced to a
minimum. These remarks apply specifically to resistors and
capacitors. Transistors are normally mounted vertically in any
case, although sometimes the leads may be bent to allow the
transistors to lie horizontally to reduce the bright of the

assembly-see Fig. 63 (Chapter IX). Other components, such
as tuning capacitors and transformers, will have only one way in
which they can be mounted.

Asa simple example of printed circuit panel design, let Its
take Design no. 3 described in Chapter V. The component
layout can follow very much on the same lints as the schematic
of Fig. an, as shown in Fig. 65. This should be drawn full size,
with all the components involved actual size. Having checked
that there will be no crossing" connoctions-marranging
component positions to avoid this, if necessary-the required
form of the copper lands to produce the required ',king'.
connections can then bc drawn in-Fig. 66.-marking also the
hole positions for the various component leads. A tracing should
then be made of this printed circuit design.

The drawing produced represents a view of the ..plain" side
of the printed circuit panel on which the components are
mounted. The actual layout pattern for the copper lands on
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the reverse side is laterally inverted or a "mirror image" of
this. Thus turning the tracing paper over and transferring the
pattern to the copper side of a clean panel will produce the
required laterally inverted layout for the copper lands-Fig. 67.

This layout represents the actual areas of copper required.
All the rest of the copper A unwanted and has A be etched
away. This A done by immersing the panel in an acid bath
which dissolves the copper. To preserve the required copper
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land areas, therefore, these have first to be protected with a
coating which prevents them being attacked by the acid during
the etching process. This A done simply by painting in these
areas solid with a suitable "resist"-either a special resist ink
made for the purpose, or, more simply, just quick -drying
cellulose paint or model dope.

With simple circuits where the conductors are not crowded
together, painting can be done freehand. The outlines may
be a little ragged as a consequence, but this will not affect
the efficiency of the circuit. With a more complicated circuit
it is best to tackle painting in as a proper draughting job, suing
a ruling pen for drawing straight lines and compasses for curves
and circles. Professional printed circuits are printed in resist
ink from larger scale drawings prepared on the drawing board
and reduced photographically to the required size.

With all the copper land areas suitably coated and blocked in
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with "resist," etching h then a quite straightforward process,
once the resist ink or dope has dried. First, however, the panel
should be cut to the required overall size, using a hacksaw or a
fine razor saw. Cut edges can be smoothed with a fine file, as

necessary.
There arc a number of simple solutions which can be used

for etching. A fairly strong solution of ferric chloride to which
has been added a little dilute hydrochloric acid is excellent.

Ordinary dilute nitric acid can also be used, although this will
"gas" more than the ferric chloride solution.

The main solution is poured into a shallow tray or dish,
such as the lid of a plastic sandwich box, and the panel to be
etched immersed in it. At normal room temperature ferric
chloride solution will etch away the unprotected copper areas at
a rate of about 1 thou per 20 minutes-or take roughly an
hour to etch completely a normal 3 thou foil stock panel. Rate
of etching can be speeded up by using a warmer solution-
with a bath temperature of 7o degrees F the etching time will
be halved, compared with the solution at 51t, degrees F-and
by gently agitating the solution as etching proceeds.

The panel should be in the bath until all the exposed
copper areas have cleared, i.e. have been dissolved away. The
panel it then removed and rimed ofT in running water. The
do, or resist ink covering the copper lands is then removed by
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wiping over with a suitable solvent-i.e. racist -solvent in the
case of a resist ink, or dope -thinners in the case of ellulose
paint.

The final stage of preparation then consists of drilling the
board to take the component leads. This is a fairly straight-
forward process but, for belt results, the following precautions
should be observed:

(i) Always use a new drill --or at least a drill which has been
correctly usharpened.

(ii) Use a drill size slightly larger than the component lead
diameter but not too much oversize.

(iii) Always drill from the copper side.
(iv) Always support the back of the panel with a piece of

hard wood so that when the drill point breaks through it will
not tend to tear or split the surface on the laminate on that side.

Before attempting to assemble tot ents on any printed
circuit panel, whether freshly made or not, it is martial to dean
the copper lands thoroughly. They will almost certainly have
become "fingerprinted" with grease, or dirty in some way, and
solder will not take effectively to surfaces which are not
bright clean. One of the most effective ways of cleaning
a printed circuit panel is to scrub the copper side with a
domestic abrasive cleaner, or fine steel wool, until all the
copper surfaces are bright clean. A good test of CleardineW iS to
hold the panel under a tap, copper side up. If the water wets the
whole area and runs evenly over it, the surface is clean. If
isolated patches of copper remain dry, these are almost cer-
tainly covered with grease and require further cleaning. Time
spent in cleaning a pod properly before starting asumbly is
not wasted. It ensures a quicker and more satisfactory job when
it comes to soldering up.

A satisfactory soldering job also depends on using a suitable
iron. Snuff -size electric soldering irons are invariably used for
printed circuit assemblies. An iron with a is, inch diameter bit is
about tight for most general work-not too large to handle
within a fairly confined apace, but large enough to retain
enough heat for more or less continuous work. A smaller iron
may be nccessa, with miniature and sub -miniature assemblies
--e.g. a h inch or even a ,t inch bit-but will cool rapidly in
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making a single joint and may need time to heat , again
before mckling the next joint.

Apart from cleanliness of the parts to be soldered, the most
important factor for successful soldering h that the iron should
be hat enough. All joints should be completed in a matter of
three or four seconds, no longer. If the joint do. take longer, or
has a pasty, dull appearance in this time, the iron is not hot
enough. If the sold, does not flow evenly over the joint
although A melts readily enough, the iron is hot enough but

6&

the joint surfaces arc dirty. You cannot do a good job if these
faults arc present.

Components such as resistors and capacitors arc mounted by
bending the leads with fingers-not pliers-to match the hole
spacings in the printed circuit panel. The component is then
pushed into place to rest flat against the plain side of the board,
either horixontally or upright (Fig. 68). Components are
mounted One at a time and soldered in place before proceeding
to the next one, being permanently fixed by soldering the
protruding leads to the copper lands. There are three basic
methods of doing this:

(i) Cut off the leads to stand proud of the lands by about
inch (not more) after mounting the component, then solder.
(ii) Solder in place then cut off surplus lead
(iii) Cut the leads off short alter mounting, then turn over

against the land to hold the component in place and finally
solder.

Nfethod (i) usually produces the neatest job. Method (8) A
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probably easier. Method (iii) takes longer but holds the com-
ponent located whilst the soldering is being completed. It is

boo suited to crowded circuiu, however.
Transistors require special consideration since these are

readily damaged by excmsive heat. Unlike resistors and capaci-
tors they are invariably mounted proud of the panel, allowing
at least a inch of lead above the panel (Fig.69). Since the duce
leads from the transistor arc bare wires it is also advisable to

covcr one (Or 0.1101SCC) with a short length of slereving. This will

guard against the possibility of the leads shorting. Equally

important is to that the three transistor leads arc

correctly identified and inserted into their correct hobo in the

printed circuit panel.
Provided your iron is hot and your soldering technique

satisfactory, you can solder transistors in place without using
the reoommended "heat sink." All modern transistors can
take the heat of a soldering iron applied to their leads more
than inch away from the body of the transistor for ten seconds
without suffering any harm, Thus if you on complete good
joints in three seoonds you do not have to bother about "heat
sinks." If you prefer to "play safe" grip each lead of the
transistor being with a pair of pliers or a crocodile clip
with the jaws filed fiat to act as a "heat sink."

Excessive heat-i.e. the iron applied too long to one arts-
can result in damage to the printed circuit itself as well as
components by causing the copper land to "lift." If this does
occur, it can sometintm be stuck down again by pressing in
place whilst still hot-but not with the iron. Usually, however,
it is necessary to stick back on to the laminate with o suitable
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adhesive. 'lilting' of the copper in this manner does not impair
the elliciency of the circuit, unless the copper A broken away
from the rest of the land. If this is so, A will have to be recon-
nected by soldering a short length of wire in place.

If a reynpottent has to be be removed from a printed circuit

panel for any reason-e.g. A may have been soldered in the

wrong hole --extreme care A needed to avoid overheating both
of the component .d the copper. The safest way of removing
a component is to cut off the leads. The Aub ends of wire can
then be removed one at a time by heating the solder and tapping
or blowing out. Alternatively, the new component can be sol-
dered in place to the stub leads. It A very easy to damage a
printed circuit in trying to remove components. This is why A
is m important to check that individual components arc
positioned correctly during assembly.

All of the designs described in Chapters III to VIII lend
themselves to printed circuit assembly and do not present too

great a problem in circuit design. Asa general guide, the physi-
cal layout of components should follow the theoretical circuit
diagram as closely as possible to obviate the problem of
"crossing' conductors. This also provides logical placement
of the more bulky componenA, such as the aerial coil assembly

and tuning capacitor. Battery and phone connections (external
wires) arc made directly to terminal points on the printed
circuit panel.

PltilTT.o CIRCUIT Layours
The following four pages give component layouts and printed

circuit drawings, both actual size, for receiver designs Nos. 4,

5, 6 and 8 described earlier the book; the size of printed
circuit panel used is 3} .2 inches in each MSC. 1110 minted
circuit panel diagram should be transferred directly to the

copper side of the panel and the black areas painted in with
resist ink or model aircraft dope, after which the balance of the

copper foil A etched away. panel is then completed ready
for assembly by drilling the holes for the component leads and
for accomodating the tutting capacitor (CI) and ferrite rod
aerial clips.
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number of stations available on the long wave band are very

The Light Programme (247 metres or1,214kilocycle:11second)
comas at one end of the medium wave band, the Third Programme
(464 metres or 647 kilocyclaisecond) at the other end; and the
/10171, Smite (33o metres or 941 kilocyclea(second) roughly inthe

middle. Thus the values of the tuned circuit ca/ascitor and inductor
(coil) am normally designed to tune into the Light Programme near
one end of the full travel of adjustment, and theProgramme
near the other extreme, these two stations being used as check points
for setting up any initial adjustment required and also, if required,
for calibrating the tuning control.

This, of corse, aryl. to receivers operated in areas where good
signal strength Ls received from these National transmitters. In other
region areas, reception may only be possible from, e.g.:

Midland Home -276 metres (1,088 Idlocyclesisocond)
North Home 434 metr. (692 kilocycles/second)
Northers Iretaxd (Hoag) -261 metres (1,151 kilocycles/second)
Seattith Home -371 metres (Boo kiloc,laisecond)
14,44 Home -341 metres (Kit kilocycles/second)
WM Home -287 Mel. (3,052 kilocycles/second)

206 01.11. (1,457 kilocycles/second)
The Light Programme Is also broadcast on the long wave band at
1,500 metres (too kilocycle/second).

,,Fooccumitm,, stationsciof in1Lirver
which may be received under

Lusenbsterg-2013 metres (1,44.7 Itilocycles.xond)
llikerman -401 MCfre3 (746 kilocycles/second)
Addra--530 metres (566 kilocycles/second)

ArYLN1322 1

BROADCAST FREQUENCIES

Ramo stations are commonly indentilled by the tortefroeth of their
transmissions but from Oic technical point drams it is thefresamy
of b id14,1 which A the significant ractor for doer -
tinning the values required for Me tuned circuit. The
tiorolup is:

x frequency = velocity of light

Wavelength A normally quoted in metres, the corresponding
velocity of light being goo,coo,ono metres per second. Hence:

Wavelength (in metres) x frequency (cycles per second)
= goo,000,000

or wavelength (in metro) x frequency (A kilocycles)

or wavelength (in metres) x frequency (in megacycles)
= goo

The two main broadcast ',an, employed are the long wart and
rtrditon If OM bands, defined as:

Long wave band-Goo-Loots metres (goo,. Bil.crI.I''c.d
frequency)

M.iurn wave hInd -soc,f.o metres (Lgoo-goo kilocyclea'second
frequency)

In addition numerous stations broadcast on the rhort wor.r range -
10 -200 [MIMS NAVdength (go., megacyclesAccond frequency).

uencies of higher values still (i.e. above to megacycles per second)
. ultra -short wave or V.H.F. (very high frequency)

trammissiom, toed for special boratIcast facilities, television, radar
and radio communications, etc.

The wavelength and frequency of national broadcasting 'rations
is given in the Radio Timm Simple receivers oldie type described in
this book are invariably designed to receive VdtiOrtf broadcasting
on the medium srave band (also long wave station', with A suitable
modification of coil design-see Appendix III-although the
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USE OF LOW IMPEDANCE. PHONES

In the working circuits described the use of high impedance headphones
or a high *Wanu deaf aid earpiece is menial IM pro, perform-
ance (except where stated otherwise in the description). Typical
values of available commercial components am:

Headphone-D.C. resistance a-4,000 ohms. Typical impedance
so,000 ohms at 1 KO

De...aid earpiece-D.C. resistance a,oro ohms (typical impedance

Balanced armature unit-D.C. resistance about Bo ohms (500- s ,000
ohms impedance)

Any values within these limits specified should be satisfactory.
To employ low impedance headphones, a low impedance deaf -

aid earpiece or a moving coil speaker in these C.Cllit.3 (the latter
only suitable where output power is of a sufficiently high ord.),
the phones or speaker Insist be coupled to the output with  snatched

MATCH/NG
STEP DOWNMAW.-
Mel, IN
RACE OF
NGIy/MP-

uansformer. Ste Fig. 78. This transformer acts to supply the new-
sary I.d in the output circuit, the phone (or speaker) then being
inductively coupled to this circuit under property balanced
conditions.

f
On OF LOW IMPEDANCE PHONESrt3

Transformer ratio required is:

Turns ratio _output
or

tputisan load
resi

tte in ohms
phonein ohms

The transformer required then provides a "s,,wslottre' of this ratio
between output circuit and phones.
Suggested suitable types are:

Headphones-D.C. resistance 15 ohms.' Transformer ratio 14:1
D.C. resistance 80 ohme. Transformer ratio5:1

Low impedance deaf -aid carpicets-
Typical values are:

4 ohm D.C. resistance (15 ohm impedance at1,000CA)
14 ohm D.C. resistance (60 ohm impedance at1,000ejs)
60 ohm D.C. resistance (ago olun impedance at1,000c/s)

A matching transformer ratio can be calculated according to the
value employed, taking oo,000 ohms as desiredoutput load imped-
ance for drrigru 8 and g:

ohm recrnance-transformer ratio3,:t
14 ohm resistance-transformer ratio 03,1
60 ohsratiog:t

Loudspeakers-
All miniature speakers havea D.C. resistance of , ohms requiring

the following rnmsforiner ratios:

For10,000ohm output load impedance-v.
For .,000 ohm output Toad impedance-4f:I

The above list of loudspeakers are suggested as suitable miniature
types for use with the small transistor receivers, where sufficient
A.F. power is availabk to operate. With valve circuits amplified to a
mfileitht degree for spoke, operation, larger moving coil spell."
may be employed, of which there are a wide variety of types and
sires available. The rotated transformer ratio on readily be
eakulated from the quoted impedance of rbe speaker and the
optimum anode load figure for the output valve; or alternatively
matching transformers may be specified with a parfithlr speaker
for use with parfithlar valves.

a guide to the suitability of a particular circuit for th<opera-
tion of phone: or 'pokers, the following are approximate values of

 Thew arewoo typical lalue too low lenpolante headphone.
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Asset/nth III

THE TUNED CIRCUIT

Fox practical pummel the tuned circuit osroprises a mil of a certain
Warta. connected in parallel with a capacitor in a complete circuit.
Being wound from wire the mil will also inevitably have a certain
rosra:ea, but this can be ignored for the pugsose of calculating
Component values requited.

The 'Oil.w of the coil is, however, significant in affecting the
sekairity of the tnned circuit, i.e. its performance as a selector of the

wan. signal. A low eon resistance gives a sharp "peaky" tuning,
whist with increasing coil resistance the peak of the response curve
herons. flatter or broader and thus capable of being in resOnanOe
with signals over a bead of frequencies rather than at a specific
frequency only. M the same time the nacdeljfathan of the original
signal received when adjusted to resonance (i.e. when tuned to the
original signal) deem -tea With increasing coil resistance.

The "magnification" produced in a rest ant circuit is referred
to as the "Ce. A "high -Q' mil, as used for maximum selectivity
and maximum performance, is therefore essentially a low raistance
coil. For this reason larger diameter wound mil; wing thither cove,
are more efficient than small coils wound from thinner wire (thick
wire Issuing les electrical re.tance than thin wire). Small coils

are, however, cssemtial to fit into IlliPLAWIT sets and so a compromise
on .e usually has to be melted. In small aerial co. the efficiency
con be improved by the by. of winding employed, and by the use
of iron -dust cores which have the effect of increasing the imbalance
of the coil. Such corm are adjustable in position in the coil, which
type of adjustment also alters the indefinites of the coil.

The standsard tuning mils described in Chapters III and VI are
wound on a facile red which increases the efficiency or "IX. of the
coils in a similar manner.

In practice the circuit may . Wed, i.e. its resonant frequency
varied, by vaqing the inductance of the coil, by varying the value

of the capacitance, or by varying both values. It is generally more
convenient m sae 6 coil of fixed inductance ohm tuning is moons -
pH.. simply by adjusting the caparimnee (e.g. by movement of
the vanes of a variable condenser, thus altering iu capacitance).
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Some additional adj.ment of coil inductance may, however, be
useful for setting up, pankulatly if the component values concerned
do not quite give the ran, of tuning required.

Equally, the capacitance of the tuned circuit may be fixed (or
ariable, for initial setting -up adjustment) and tuning accomplished

by varying the inductance of the coil by means of a dust core or,
mote conveniently, movement of the coil along a ferrite rod (which
is also effective as . aerial). This latter form of tuning h, in fact,
used on some types of miniature traneistor receives,.

The basic requirement for tuning is that the resonant frequency
of the circuit should correspond to the frequemy of the signal. The
momant frequency can be calculated from the formula:

Resonant frequency _ __I 1593
(cycles per second)

-

err Va. JLC
where L is the inductance of the .1 in henries

C is the capacity of the condenser in farads

The range of the tuned circuit is matched to a particular broad-
cast band by selecting component values so that by simple adjust-
ment the circuit is tunable over the whole of the band. That is to

say, the extra= resonant frequency values obtainable must

cornapond to the two extreme limits of the broadcast band.
In practice the coil inductance is normally fixed (except for

provision to make small adjustments to the inductance for setting
up purposes, e.g. by adjustment of an iron-dvnt core, or altering the
position of the coil on a ferrite rod). The fixed coil inductance chosen
is matched to a selected sire of variable condenser so that the cons-
bi.tion meets the requirements of being tunable over the broadcast
band required.

In the case of the medium wave band the range of frequencies
to be covered is Sou to 1,5o° kilocycle:0.°nd. Typical values of

tuning condensers employed are nominally 5o to 5no picofarads,
the actual capacity range of...swing. usually being as follows:

Typical air dielectric tuning condenser-Capacity swing
from about 65 picofarads Mi111111.1 up to about 45o pico-
farads maximum.
Typi. mica .postage stamp.' condenser-Capacity swing
from about 120 picofarads minimum to ,00 picofarads
maximum.

The induct.m of the required matching tuning .1 can be
calculated acothdingly, e.g. checking at each end of the frequency
band to the that the full ran, of possible resonant frequencies is
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achieved. However, calculation for dm physical design of the coil is
too complex to consider in detail, die required proportions being
bat arrived at experimentally.

Regarding the operation of the variable condenser, it is useful to
remember that the condenser will have its maximum value of
capacitance when the vanes are fully closed; and its minimum
capacitance in the fully position (i.e. with the condenser fully
open the circuit ia tuned to the low frequency end of the band, and
vice venal.

Suitable coil designs giving the required inductance value are
shown in Fig. 79. All are wound from 38 awA. enamelled copper

5077ANS
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wire, or preferably 38 s.w.g. double a, coveted copper wire. Coil
(a) is the standard type specified for the majority of the receivers
described in the book. Coil (4) employs transformer coupling and 6
used with the reflex circuits of Chapter VII. Both coils (a) and (h)
are wound on A ferrite rod, which also acts as an aerial. Coil (e) 6 a
large diameter air core coil suitable for medium wave reception
with a good external aerial attached. It is not possible to product a
good high -Q coil in this manner and it is intended only for experi-
mental use (see Chapter VI).

Coil (d) 6 the same as core coil enlarged to give an inductance
value suitable for long wave reception in conjunction with a Soo pF
tuning condenser. In this case an extra long external aerial will be
essential for satisfactory reception.

A.JUSTINO COIL INOULTANCA

Coils (a), (e) and (1) are wound in the form of ammtransformers
for direct coupling to the diode detector. The tapping point is

awn, nearest the earth end of the coil in the circuit.
Using these basic deigns, the inductance of any coil can be

reduced by miming from either end; or increased Isy adding
turns to either end. In order to retain the autmeransfonner
balance" in the ease oleo. (a), (r) and (d), toms should always be
removed, or added, in the rams ratio to the tapping point. Since the
tapping point tomes at approximately one.third the length of the
coil, this means adding or subtracting turns in the ratio of n to 2,
considering the earth end of the coil firm. For example, two turns
removed from the earth end of the coil must be balanced by remov-
ing x ot a = i turns from the other end, and similarly.

APPISIMIX IV

GRID BIAS AND GRID LEAK

Tin purpose of the grid leak resistor (11..) is to provide a D.C. path
between the grid and the =Meek without loading the previous
circuit (see Fig. 8o). If the bias buttery WC= simply connected to
the grid without this resistor, the resistance of the path limn the
grid to the ththode is only the internal resistance of this battery-

matter of a few ohms. Thus the load resistor R, would be almost
shorecireuitcd, d9 fa/ R.S audio freglICII, h (0IICCIlltd.

F o. Co.

The value used for R., does and affect the grid bias voltage, since
no grid current DOWN (i.e. the grid bas circuit is not complete" in
the D.C. electrical sense) and hence there uan be no P.D. drop
anon ft... Hence its matte is not critical and is chosen purely to suit
the first mentioned requirement, a typical value being t to 2

megoturn.
It will be appreciated a grid leak resistor of similar value must

be retained in other circuits using different methods of applying
grid bias since all these forms involve a low grid...cathode D.C.
resistance unless the grid leak resistor is included.

Cathode bins is the commonest method of obtaining grid bias in
mains receivers ruing indirectly heated valves; see Fig. 8s. Here the
bias resistor R, is connected between the cathode and thrift (high
resi=n negative). Since this resistor carries D.C. anode current it
will have a direct potential alketnice developed across it and will
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filament (cathode) A negative one Self of the low tension veil.,
Hence the grid is a similarmere ittgathr than the average
filament potential, this being the amount of effective gridbias.

A third method of providing bias without the use of a separate
bias batteryisby means of bias resistors(see Fig. 83). Thisis

normally never used for supplyMg a single stage.

Ra 83.

The cathodes of de valves are connected directly to earth but
high tension negative is connected to earthvia resistors Rr and Rs
inseries. A D.C. potential A therefore developed camsthese

relistoni so that 11.T. negative is effectively a few volts negative
with respect to earth.

The potential differenceeach resistor can readily be
calculated-

P.D. across RI = resistance Er x total 11.T. current (amps.)
P.D. aLTVMS Rz = resistance Rs x total H.T. current (amps.)

Knowing the total H.T. currentand the voltage drop required,
the respective values of fir and Rs can be calculated.For equal birts
voltages fir and Rs will be equal, the connections tothe valve grids
being made iu shown.
Example: fora negative bias of i .3 volts,calculate the values of the
bias resistors required with atotal H.T. current consumption of

3o milli.,
Rr = Rs- so ohms

It should . noted that with this method of providing bias the actual
high tension voltage to the anode is Wood by the amountof P.D.
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drop across 111 and R2, i.e. in the rase of the example just quoted
by 3 volts.

Capacitor C must be included in dm circuit to isolate Me grids or
the salsa. from any alternating components in the anode current
by providing a by-pass to earth with negligible resistance (react-
ance), compared to that offered by the resistors. Typical values for
C range from about 2 microfarads (never lea), up to about 5o
tnicroarada

APHINIJIX V

VALVE DATA

Thu following A a short list of typical valvA which may .
employed in the Arcuits discussed A Chapter III, together with
basic operating data. It is impossible, and unnecessary, to give a full
list of available valves and the omission of any particular type does
not necenarily mean that A would be unsuitable. Any local amateur
radio shop shook! . able to give advice on the purchase of suitable
components fora particular circuit.

T. valves listed are, A actual fact, not triode" but pentodes,
featuring two additional grids. These arc particularly suited to the
circuits described and readily available and are and as triodes,
simply ',trapping'. or connect,. the additional grid elements
directly to the anode and cathode, Aspectively set Figs. 04.5.

076 listLYE 54SE

61.4 VALVE.440E
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Um or W.K 7 VALVE at Flo. no

Filament (I.5 volts) connects to pins I (negative) and 7 (positive).
High tension (.0 volts) connects to pins 2 (positive) and I (negative).
Grid connection to pin 6.
Piing should also connect to H.T. plas.
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TRANSISTOR DATA

Tan following transistors are specifically recommended for the
various preferred circuits described in this book.

Design no. g
Design no. 4
Design no. 5 Mulls. 0071. Edison Swan Xlitos, Mitt, or
Design no. 6 Xlitoa
Design no. 7
Design no. 8
Design na 9
Data on these and other standard transhans are included in the

following table. All voltage, current and power ratings are figures
considered safe for the amateur to use. It it always advisable to keep
well within these
Spend note:

ft ie not pansunble m apple both murk= ethege end current t.e the

tram,. together; if you do, the power rating of the transistor may
be drastically exceeded.

For example, rated values for the 0C7s transistor are:

- a6 volts is - tag milliamps
If these maximum ratings are used together, then;

Power m volts x amps
-m t6 x tag

WAILS

Compare with the recommended maximum power rating given in
tlse table, which is only too milliwatts. The power being dissipated
in the worked out example is 20 times as great as the rating of the
transistor and would destroy it.

Area sanemets USED El TABU

I' MX. Maximum permissibk voltage to be applied between
collector and emitter in the grounded earth configuration
(i.e . 3n the manner of Mt in she transistor circuits described
in this bank).

6

o

KRZ

rgr:El ;Fig
01111,eT,F

11Re ij
aaa ; s a, tlir
;is :is LI:

11=

lilt
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MAINS POWER PACK

IN a mains receiver both the high tension voltage and the low
tension supply from the mains voltage. A.C. mains voltage cannot
. used direcdy, however, since the high tension must be a direct
voltage; and whilst the low tension for the valve filament heaters
can be A.C. or D.C., the acted voltage requited is very much

lower than the full mat voltage. These requirements arc taken

care of by feeding thenalta into a suitable power supply circuit,
from which the required output voltages Call be extracted.

The construction of such a power pack, although straightforward,
is relatively costly. Alm in the case of simple receivers the additional
con and complication cannot be considered worthwhile m the

necessary H.T. and LT. supplies can readily be met with batteries.

However, M order to complete a basic awn. ill radio engineering,
the principle, involved in the design and construction of a mains

power pads should hestudied so that the reader A fully conversant
with the workings of this part of a mains receiver.

The simplest way to convert A.C. mains voltage into a D.C.
supply A by means of transformer coupled to a rectifier, or a
diode valve used m a rectifier. This A not a very efficient method of

working, however, whilst there is also a high A.C. component
remaining after rectification contributing a considerable amount of
thum" (which would be highly undrai able applied to the mode
of the valves). This ',um'. or "ripple' can . reduced, and the
efficiency increased, by the simple method of introducing a mere.
rondeater across the output, as in Fig. 88. Note gill that this circuit

R.,. 86.
.03
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is using a diode as a rectifier using an additional winding on the
transformer to supply the heater current for the diode.

The action of the reservoir conduce. is to 1101n 119 trirogy during
CA& 112/CCrrir whilst the diode is conducting and then discharge
to maintain I. output when the diode cuts off on the other hallo(
the cycle (i.e. by its rectifier act.* The same principle would
apply using a standard rectifier in place of the diode.

However, it is more satisfactory to work on both halves of the
cycle of A.C. supply, which we can do by employ., kw diodes, one
to work on each half -cycle. On the first half cycle, for example, one
diode is conducting with theother cut off (not conducting). On the
other half of the cycle the first diode Iths cut oliand the second dude
is conducting. Instead of using two separate diode valves, as such,
the two can be combined in a single valve envelope with a common
cathode, this type of valve being known as a drab, diode.

The power supply circuit is then arranged as in Fig. 81, together

with typical component The prim, of the maim trans-
former is mushy supplied with a number of tappings to suit different
mains voltages-e.g. 2oo, 22o, 2.0. One separate manta,' winding
supplies ainniating admen directly, at the required steppethelmm
voltage for the valve haters. Another separate second, minding
supplies the double diode filament direct. The main second,
winding is centre tapped, each end being connected man anode of
the double diode, the centre tap being connected to the common
negative .e (usually earthed on the chassis).

C. is the memoir
i

cnndeinxr, but this is folioed by a furtherfurth
Nun, oomprtung other a ch coil tl or a moor tn saws
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with the positive Line and a second condenser. The purpose of the

filter is to reduce any remaining ripple to a negligible level so that
A.C. hum is absent in the receiver. 11 choke coil filter A more
effective then a plain resistor in this roped, but the latter is rhea,
and smaller in sire and often preferred on account of this.

lhe resistor alai suffers from a further failing in that it has to be

of relatively la, value (e.g. up to t,000 ohms) which remlts in a

nscoiderable voltage drop through the filter circuit and a high
amount aelectrical energy to be dissipated by t. mast.. It thus

tends to get Very hot and mart have a suitable rating to carry the

power concerned, as well as being placed clear of other components
so that it cars receive as much cooling as poAiblc.

A s,ono ohm resistor, for example, will give a drop of 1,000 x
0050 =, 5o volts 5o suilliamp D.C. output current (the stun of
the total current requirements of the high tension supply). The

power rating for this resistor is then:

Watts - volts x amps ea - 2.5 watts

Suitable values for the Aa....ruir condenser and filter condenser

are usually 16 microfitrads, although one half this value (81F')

in, sometimes be used for the reservoir condenser.
In the cure of a universal or A.C.(D.C. MARS receiver quite a

different form of power supply is used. Obviously D.C. mains cannot

be connected to a transformer; and equally obviously D.C. mains
can . connected direct to the high to circuit, provided the
valves are chosen to suit the voltage available. lhis voltage will .

Wen' Acarcre.tvseaex
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too high for supplying the low tension voltage theca, but if all the
valve fiLsments WC connected up is Wit, together with a suitable
dropping resistance, this complete luster chitin can be connected
directly to the supply, with all the individual heater voltages correct.
This series chain may also include dial lamps, etc. The same chain
will operate equally well connected to A.C. mains direct.

To use A.C. mains for the direct voltage H.T. supply a single
diode may be used for half.wave rectification, followed by a filter
circuit, as with the A.G. mains power circuit, the tomplete circuit
being shown in Fig. 88. Connects, to D.C. supply, current will still
flow through the high tension circuit since the diode will just as
readily conduct D.C., provided the fissility of the supply is connected
to mad. of the diode rectifier. In other words, D.C. mains supply
must be connected up the right way round for the wt to have any
high-tension supply.
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VOLUME CONTROLS

Tux volume in any standard receiver is nothing more tha
variable resistor (called a potentiometer), inserted in an apprt

prime part of the circuit-normally following the detector stage.
for example, the detector load resistor it replaced with a poser

tiometer (Fig. g9), the actual amount of audio frequency outps

from the detector variable from zero to maximum, according
the setting of the moving contact on the potentiometer. Thus d

range of the potentiometer used would approximate to the norm
value of the detector load resistance used. A limitation wilt It
type of C011.1 is that R tends to produce distortion at low volun

settings.
An alternative solution is to replace the grid kale of the fast sus

amplifier by a potentiometer, as in Fig. 6g, thus providing wore
over the audio frequency applied to the grid of the diode. This
be equally eliective in controlling volume, but again subject
distortion.

In tome cads, where the volume control potentiometer is us
in place of the grid leak resistor an additional resistance may
included in scrim with the potentkaneter (i.e. connected between t
bottom end of the potentiometer and the common earth as in E
go), so that the range of volume control is restricted. Thus, if t

re

Be

01

cd
be
he

ig.
he

VOLUME. CONTROL, ,33
volume tussled to the minimum position (volume effective
grid leak sebumce is still maintained by the additional feed
nrsistor and the volume u not reduced to zero. This abo, to some
eta, offsets the distortion effects previously mentioned.

control pro:sliced bYiZttrinTr'c Ille'resbrstiojur int'nn'e'sfsys.itThe

flow of the circuit, immediately after the first audio frequency stage
(see Fig. g t). This introduce minimum distortion over the range

Fc ot.

of adjustment. A suitable value or this potentiometer would be 5

megohins. It A simply inserted before the fuel amplification
reef&35

It should perhaps be mentioned duff on domestic receives the
volume control often also provide an on -off switching anion, i.e.
rotating the volume control as far as it vvill gn to one side (anticlock-
wise) switches the set off. This switching action is quite independent
of the potentiometer side of component and is, in fact, a separate
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switch included in component for convenience (and to minimise
the number of knobs used).

On simple of the 1,7se described, a volume control is an
unnecessary elaboration unless good, strong signals are obtained,
when it nuy be highly desirable to be able to reduce the volume to
prevent swamping the phoncs. It is an instructive extra to apply to
a, simple receiver, however, if only to demonstrate the rimple
working principle involved.

tit t

TONE CONTROL

TIM tone control on a receiver COrstrOla the finality Or tone of the
final sound. However, the output voltage alter amplification will
wily be a faithful reproduction of the original input if the amplifier
gives the same gain for all signals, whatever their frequency and
complexity. This is seldom the case with simple circuitry, so dim
the balance of the original sound or speech is upset and distortion
produced. If the gain is inadequate at tote frequencies, the round
reproduced will tend to be tinny or lank. Conversely, if the gain is
inadequate at the higher frequencies the sound is subject to booming.

An adequate measure of tone control canbe realised by connecting
a variable resistance (potentiometer) and fixeal capacitor in series
across the primary terminals on the output transformer, as in Fig. 92.

F.O. Pr.

This, in effect, forms mother tuned circuit, the resonant frequency
of which an be altered by adjutting the setting of the potentiometer
to favour or bring up the treble or bins in the output signal by,
effectively, additional amplification. The tone control on a domestic
receiver is usually of this form-the knob controlling a potentiometer
connected in series with a fixed capacitor arrows the output trans-
former. Typical values used are:

Potentiometer, oto kilohms
Fixed =pathos, 1 microfarads

.35
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Tone control would, of course, normally be used only with

loudspeaker output.
Other methods of imparting tone control exit, another %Landon

method with valve circuits being to apply negative feedback fror

the loudspeaker of the output transform..
wrrxxnrsx

RECEIVER FAULTS

FAILURE of 2 newly completed receiver to work is more likely tobe

a ',bruit'. fault Man a componentfault-caused either by a faulty
connection or a poor soldered joint, or even by a misplaced com-
ponent. It is surprisingly easy,for example, to misread resistor values
from their colour code and ill consequenoe accidentally insert a
totally Wrong value into npart of the circuit.It is equally
easy to complete wiring upinoormetly so that the final job no
longer follows the designcircuit.It wont be emphasis.' too
strongly that a completecircuit Mould M checked through and,
particularly with transistor circuits, battery polarityconfirmed as

COMect before connecting upand switching 22 for the fins time.
Simple circuits also have distinct performancelimitations which

ere sometimes misinterpreted as"faults." Thus a very low listening
level arty not be a fault at all-merely a limitation ofthe circuit
design emphasized by the fa.that the receiver is being operated
in a poor area for reception. There is, in fact, little that oan M done

pesuch circumstances other Man try another circuit with better
rk.... Thus the basic crystal diode receiver, for 22221,112,

LIS very poor efficiency as 2 detector at IOW 24,221 122215 and no
amount of subsequent amplification can overcomethis inherent
limitation. On more admucedcircuits, however, m.derahle
improvement can often berealized by paying particular attention
to developing an efficient aerial circuit and, if necessary, usingan

aneroid aerial.
Provided a receiver performs satisfactorily initially, many sulw

sequent 'Tau." which may develop areoften the result of a weak
battery. Typical symptoms in such cams arc (i)fading of receiver
volume after being switched on for a short period, and (ii)distortion.
Both types of fault may also be caused by lack of stability inthe

receiver circuit (in which case it can be ...red" by rertuning);and
by the "drill" of certain broadcast signals under certainconditions

-e.g.Radio Luxembourg Ming notorious in this respect.
The condition of receiver batteries can only be check.' accurately

wart Lod. That is to say, a voltage measurement should Mmade

with the set Twitched on and operating. The resulting readingwill
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from tu to 7.2 volts (and higher voltages,if required). The two
thin cells sixes are the 225with a capacity do, ampere hours;
and the 50o with a capacityof iss ampere !ants. Physical sismof

nude -up batteries in these cells aresummarised in the Table.

TABLE DEAC BATTERYSIZES

No. or CansI2345

Vth-TAOL1.25.64'5Bo

.5
ctype

r,'-(.16.'6
5

t1.70 t.45123

1 Weight(m.))
1:ait (in.)15

t

115
t.5
115

a

.15
2.5
.15

3

.15
LmsEdh

M.Weight (as)
19

I
151.15

56

By comparison with drybatteries DEAC are very expensive.
They do, hawser, have anindefinitlife as they can be recharged
and used over and overlike any accumulator, and are
virtually indestructible.Each cell is also completelysealed so that

thereifno corrosive electrolyte to get spilt,11.0f any necessity to top

up aswith a normal accumulator. Tothe initial cost of de battery
must dm be added dm costof a suitable charger for fee -barging
from normal mains supplya D.C. current of approximately.4.
of the cell thpacity-e.g. t25 minim,in the case of the 215size

cal; and 25o /Milian, in the caseof the 500 site cell.
The Mallory mercury is anothes typeof sealed cellalto used

with miniature transistor receiversand similar device Although
simiL. in appearance to a DEAC (but usuallymuch smaller)the

mercurytell u a primary battery and thus cannotbe recharged. Its
main attraction is that it gisca areliable and constant voltage
in very small sizes, makingit potable to produce a fullyself.

contained trathator receiver circuit in aWWI volume of the same

order its that of the same voltage beak,alone in standard drycab

--e.g. see ChapterIX.
In the case of lath DF.AC.s and Mallory mercurycells the "on

load" voltage remains substantially constant right upto the point
where the cell 6 almost fully dischargedand thus a voltmeter check
is of little soh, e (otherthan to confirm that the batteryis still not

completely discharged). Thefinal drop in volt, will be quite
sudden when the cell or battery approachesthe find discharge
point and the set will go"dead" rather than exhibit simnel a fading
or dbtorted signal.
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normally be lower than the "open circuit" voltage of the battery,
measured with the battery disconnected and the voltmeter con-

nected directly the battery terminals. In the case or dry
batter., an "open circuit.. voltage of 1.5 per cell is typical (higher
on new batteries). Once the "on load" voltage has dropped to h .a

volts per cell the battery is approaching a rundown stage; and by
I., volts per cell can be reckoned as useless fry further work. How-

ever, the same battery may still show r.5 volts per cell tested on

"open circuit"
All standard dry batteries arc made up from cells with an indivi-

dual voltage of I.5 volts each-thus a 4.5 -volt battery comprises
throe I, wok cells; a 6 -volt dry battery four 1.5 volt cells, and so

n. Thus the number of cells follows by dividing the nominal

battery voltage by 1.5. The corresponding "end voltage" tested on

load thus follows by multiplying the number of cells by t  1. By the

time this end volt., is reached, aa.I on load voltage will tend to

fill olf rapidly with further tire "on load."
The life of a dry battery is dependent on the current drawn by the

receiver and the battery capacity, the latter being urn e or less

directly proportional to the physical size of the cell,_ Small receivers

are generally used with mall batteries, the pen cell sire being parti-
cularly popular and inexpensive, althotozh having a fairly low

capacity.
A considerable improvement in battery performance is realized

with the manganese -alkaline type of dry cell, often referred to as

an "alkaline or a "high energy" cell. Although costing
roughly twice as much as an ordinary dry battery of the same sire

and voltage, life expectancy can be , to five times as lo,. Such
batteries, too, tend to maintain a higher "on load" voltage for much

longer periods. Thry arc thoroughly to be recommended f r general
transistor radio use as they invariably prove more economical in the

long run and also are Inn likely to give "battery troubles... They are,
however, only available in a limited number of all types (sizes),

as yet. Thus a of suitable voltage may have to be made up
as a -pack" of individual crib fitted into a suitable b.°, b., or
with soldered connections for wriry connection.

An alternative battery type worth considering by the serious
enthusiast is the DEAC nickelwadmium battery. This is a secondary

cell, that is to say, it is rechargeable, which is completely sealed and

has excellent "amount voltage" output on Ind. Each cell giver

only 1.2 volts, however, and thus a 6 -volt battery would comprise
five cells connected in stria.

DEACs are produced bath as single cells and madryup batted.
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Component faults should not be common, provided the circuit
uiced thrrectly and components have not been damaged in

soldering up. This applies particularly in the cam of printed circuit
assemblies (see Chapter X). M elementary method of isolating a
component fault is to measure and note the voltage reading on the
original working circuit at each stage, taking a reading across the
emitter senor of each transistor in tuns. If a fault nthaequently
develops, the respective emitter resistor voltage. are again checked.
My variation on the original figures outside about p per cent will

then indicate a fault at that particular stage. From there it is a
relatively straightforward matter to check each of the comporithts
involved-e.g. by replacing them in turn.

Transistor faults arc relatively unthmmon, provided the original
circuit design is sound. The most common faults likely to theur are:

(if Heat damage to the transistor during assembly-which in
extreme cores will that the lialiSiS10r will not work al all and
the circuit is dead. lithe transistor has been damaged rather than de-
stroyed, this fault will show up as a very noisy transistor or lack of gain,
or both.11ie same faults will also show up if the original transistor char-
acteristics are poor, the traroistor has a high leakage current.

(ii) Junction open -circuited. This can be caused by a heavy
overload in the circuit. In this case the transistor is permanently
damaged and .11 not work at all.

(iii) Junction short-circuited. 71th can be thused by a sudden
voltage surge in the circuit. Again the tranthtor is permanently
damaged and useless. This type of damage can be caused by ...ark -
Mg. on the circuit with the battery switched on-e.g. removing
or replacing components with the circuit

The dinethonoured method of -fault finding. with valve -type
receivers by "tapping.  mare capacitor acmes circuit capacitors
as a check on their working can be harmful in the case of transistor
circuits. Under such treatment, transistors ran "blow" like tied

Excessive background noise, or lack of gain in amplifier stages,
can often he by replacing the transistor(s) concerned.
Transistors-particularly those olTered at low prices as itirplus.
stock-can be very variable in clunacteristith and whilst all may

work. in a particular circuit, some will give a [Duch better overall
performance than others.

In searching for faults or causes of poor performance, do not
overlook the obvious Poor soldering is a very common Pauli on
amateur radio construction and any joint which looks dry" is suspect.
Satithetory performance is as moth dependent on the.inthhanies" of
assembly as on the electronic performance of components, in fact.

1

GLOSSARY -INDEX

Alrbrinistionsr see p. ao for standard abbreviations.

alternating current-a current which periodically VITICI in
direction and magnitude.

A -F sr A.F.: audio frequency-a W3NV frequency consistent with
sound waves Out can be heard by the human car-pp. tkr.g.

Anuatt 7: an instrument for measuring electrical current in amperes
(amps) (note: a milliantmetcr measures current in milliamps
-p.

'''::17.1.:Fry'ar:I'eL'*deri:Cunr'r:rlit7n(t'e'n'pa)1:'gruti):1':gndas"."°r

Aceia..iravformer a transformer with a single winding tapped at
one or more points-, 65.

Batt,: a single cell or assembly of cells of specified voltage.

Bur bar: a conductor is used as a common connection for
various electrical components or circuits-p. 32.

Capacitor: an electrical component designed to carry a el., of
electricity (also origirully called "condenser," although
the modern description 6 "capacitor")-p.

Cathode the nagativc electrode of a valve (p. 37) or the conductor
through which an electric current leaves a liqrid or gas.

fled: a single battery utUt. Thus a battery may be composed of a
number of indiridual cells, usually connected ill series. A
single dry cell has a nominal voltage output of 3.5. Thus a
4.5 volt battery would be composed of 3 individual cells
connected in series; a 9 volt battery 6 individual cells

connected in series; and so on.

Chat, a coil having a "reactance" or resisunee to alternating
current flow. Note: reactance to A.C. would be higher than
its miasma value-p. 73.

Canon: the flow of electricity nornully measured in amq, or
1).
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D.C.: abbreviation diroct current.

DiArnie, an insulating materkl (i.e. one that do. not conduct

electricity)--sce p. gg.

Dry oil: standard of "dry- battery cell, i.e. onc which employs
the electrolyte in the -dry- Nal, as opposed to an accumu-

lator where the electrolyte is in liquid form.

Fara, the general mau of the earth which is considered . an
electrical conductor.

Ranh rm.: circuit completed through connection to earth; or to
.me conductive mass which lus the same effect . a common

&ceding: connection to earth or a suitable equivalent "earthed..

conductor

Dean, a conductor through which electricity passes into a liquid

or gas.

Electrolytic condemn: p. 22.

f responsible kr a flow of elecuicity.

Fat, practical unit of measurement of .pacitance-p. at.

Felymno: the number of complete cycles deltas, per second of an
alternating quantity-see p. tg.

Cnd: control element in a valve-p. 37.

Crowd: another name for -eart,.

Hong: practical unit of inductance --p. 22.

Impedance: effective resistance to A.C. flow, greater than pure resist-

ance by rim. additional ...tams develops's:1-p. 3.3.

/chum., e.m.1. produced in an electrical circuit by a change

of magnetic 11.-p. ts.
Inuktion materials or covering used to isokte electrical conductors

from contact with odic, conductors, etc.

kruktkr: a fitting or device nude from insulating material.

Kellamfe: sometimes used in place of the more us.1 -cathode.'

Kilo, I asoo, e.g. kilocycle 1,ous cycles-p. 22.
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I. INSTRUCTIONS TO RADIO CONSTRUCTORS

a measure of the resistance to electric current flow offered

by practical conductors, etc.

Roma., a state in which the natural frequency of an oscillating

system is equal to the frequency of impulse+ reaching or

influencing it,. 16.

Ripple: residual A.C. ,mponent remaining of rectified current

supply, or similar-p. ta8.

Sena renniviion: components or circuits connected with the same

current flowing through them all, or cells Joined with

alternate connections negative -positive, etc.

Short
tit°

:

trzintsof
an electrical circuit joined by a conductor

Slam, a resistor joined in parallel with another component, or
acmes an instrument.

Top intermaliate connection point on a coil, etc.-p. 118.

Treaufamarr: pp. 43, tag, tn.

Trrmr ratio: the ratio of the numbtr of turns in the prima, and

secondary windings in a transformer-, 313.

Usk, p. at.
practical unit of potential difference or ern.f.-p. at.



Design
and Construction of
Transistor Superhets

ti R. II. WARRING

The sumritet raelrer olirm many darn.
uges In the nay of pethtsmance over other
types and modem developments with transis-
tor circuit, make amateur

compactionattnoctiseproposition. Good electronic
ledge allied to printed dryads assembly Lan

.molt * comp, highly efficient superhet
-pocket.sir, if required-being Wilt at
fraction of the oast of comparable trolt
ma& domestic mot., and algnint4n
problems can be eliminated, or at kan
nunitnired, by satiable selection of tom.

After dcs.bing the principles of superhet
*ension prartk-al this book
deals with the cumtruetion of tyical. pro...en

design.. No pervious knowledge of radM
ammo& and even such basic working requite.
ments as soldering me fay describrd.

Smarms chapters are ales denoted to the

making of 'stinted ciomit hoards, and the

rating and alignme or supedwts ming
clemenury equipment.nt

shit it book Intended for

of Information on superhrt dmign, rtt. The

text is lased on the knot stailable data,
including the use of trantfilters In plate of

the conventual trantformen.
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